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The thesis area is located in the western foothills of the North

Cascade Mountains immediately east of Darrington, Washington.

Three major rock units are present and these include, from west to

east, the Darrington Phyllite, a sedimentary m1ange unit, and the

Shuksan Schist. Each of these units is bounded by major faults. In

the present thesis only the Darrington Phyllite and the melange unit

were studied in detail.

The Darrington Phyllite consists of phyllitic metapelites with

very local interbedded graywacke, conglomerate, and greenschist.

The phyllites contain alternating layers of quartz-albite and musco-

vite-graphite. In some rocks, this compositional layering is equiva-

lent to sedimentary bedding. However, in most locations, it has

resulted from metamorphic processes involving the transposition of

bedding and metamorphic differentiation during mimetic recrystal-

lization.



Greenschist is present as tectonically emplaced blocks and as

very local interbeds in the phyllite. Along the western margin of the

thesis area, greenschist and meta-igneous rocks have been faulted

into place. These rocks probably are part of the Jumbo Mountain

Complex. The interbedded greenschists contain lawsonite that has

been altered to chlorite. This suggests that blueschist.-facies meta-

morphism was followed by a temperature increase and greenschist-

facies metamorphism.

The mlange unit consists of blocks of sedimentary, meta-

igneous, and metamorphic rocks in tectonic contact with a sheared

pelitic matrix. The sedimentary rock types include conglomerate,

sandstone, shale, siltstone, and limestone. The meta-igneous rocks

are generally mafic and have been metamorphosed to the greenschist

or epidote-amphibolite facies. Low-grade metamorphism has affected

the entire melange unit.

The major rock units are separated from each other by major

faults. The east-dipping Shuksan thrust fault lies below the Shuksan

Schist and above the melange unit. A northeast-trending strike-slip

fault parallels Decline Creek and is terminated by a major strike-slip

fault along Dan Creek. The Dan Creek fault separates the melange

unit from the Darrington Phyllite. A third strike-slip fault is present

at the western end of Gold Mountain and extends south of the thesis

area. Four deformation episodes were distinguished in the area.



The earliest F1 deformation involved development of the earliest

schistosity in the Darrington Phyllite and the Shuksan Schist. F2 and

F3 deformation created crenulation and strain-slip cleavages in the

Darrington Phyllite. Associated folds are present in all of the rock

units, are coaxia', and have nearly horizontal axes. These folds were

probably formed at the time of Shuksan thrust fault motion. Vertical

F4 folds reflect later strike-slip faulting.

Tertiary dikes, probably related to the Eocene Barlow Pass

volcanics, trend north- south and dip steeply. Contact metamorphism,

quartz-vein formation, and mineralization occurred at the northwest-

ern end of Gold Mountain. These resulted from intrusion of a small

stock into the Darrington Phyllite.

The major rock types in the thesis area probably originated in

an island arc environment. The Shuksan Schist consists of meta-

morphosed island arc volcanic rocks. The meta-igneous rocks within

the mlange unit are fragments of oceanic crust, probably from a

back-arc basin. These rocks were uplifted and emplaced with the

other mélange rocks during late Paleozoic subduction. The Darrington

Phyllite consists of meta-sediments that were probably initially de-

posited in a back-arc environment. Subduction ceased-prior to thrust

faulting in the middle Cretaceous. Eocene strike-slip faulting brought

the rocks into their present positions.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY AND METAMORPHIC PETROLOGY OF
THE GOLD MOUNTAIN AREA, SNOHOMISH

COUNTY, WASHINGTON

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of this Study

The current study is one of several being undertaken by Dr.

Robert D. Lawrence and his graduate students in an effort to map

and interpret the geology of a large portion of the North Cascade

Mountains of Washington. This includes determining the structural

configuration of the various rock units and ultimately an effort to inter-

pret the tectonic setting of their origin and emplacement.

In connection with these larger goals, the immediate objectives

of this study were to (1) construct a detailed geologic map of the field

area at a scale of 1:24, 000; (2) study the petrology of the Darrington

Phyllite including determination of the parent rock type, metamorphic

facies, and deformational history; (3) determine the depositional envi-

ronment and structural history of the sedimentary melange unit in the

area and to the north; (4) study the petrology of the meta-igneous rocks

and determine their mode of emplacement; (5) determine the degree,

type, and history of deformation among the various rock units, as

well as the type and direction of faulting that juxtaposes them; and

(6) derive the geologic history of the area including a plate tectonic

model.



Equipment and Materials

The base maps used were portions of the Darrington 7. 5 minute

Quadrangle, Washington, the White Chuck Mountain 7. 5 minute Quad-

rangle, Washington, and the Silverton 15 minute Quadrangle, Washing-

ton. Aerial photographs on a scale of 1:20, 000 were used in the field

and in the laboratory. A Brunton compass was used to obtain attitudes

on planar and linear features in the field. Oriented rock samples

were taken for detailed study of petrography and structures in the

laboratory, Thin sections were made of some of these and used to

determine the mineralogy and observe microstructural features.

Several of the thin sections were examined on a 4 axis universal stage

in order to determine crystallographic preferred orientations of quartz

and calcite. Structural data in the field and laboratory were recorded

on the lower hemisphere of an equal-area stereonet.

Thesis Area

The location of the thesis area is shown in figure 1. It covers

70 km2 of the western North Cascade Mountains of Washington. The

western end of the area lies on the Sauk River opposite the town of

Darrington. The area extends eastward to the boundary between

R. 10 E. and R. 11 E. The Sauk River borders the area on the west

and southwest, The White Chuck River lies to the south and Dan Creek

2
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and the northern limit of the White Chuck Quadrangle border the area

on the north.

Darrington is reached from Seattle via Interstate 5 north and

state highway 530 east. The town has a mild climate with an annual

precipitation of 246 cm, most of this falling as rain in the winter.

The higher elevations of the field area receive considerable snowfall.

Rugged terrain dominates the field area including steep slopes

and thick forest cover and undergrowth. The maximum elevation is

1463 m along the eastern boundary of the area and the minimum eleva-

tion is 137 m along the Sauk River northeast of Darrington. Logging

is common in the area, and young re-growth in recently logged areas

makes access difficult. Due to extensive forest cover and glacial till,

the largest number of rock exposures are present along logging roads

and streams.

Regional Geology

The geologic history of the western North Cascades is complex.

It involves repeated episodes of sedimentation, metamorphism, defor-

mation, intrusion and uplift. The metamorphic rocks of the western

North Cascades have been divided by Misch (1966) into two northwest-

trending zones (see figure 2). Each zone has a distinctive lithology,

represents an independent metamorphic facies series, and is bounded

by major faults.
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The thesis area lies within the Shuksan metamorphic suite, which

is the westernmost of the two zones. The $huksan suite has formed

under a higher pressure/temperature ratio than rocks of the Skagit

metamorphic suite to the east. Shuksan rocks consist of the Darring-

ton Phyllite and the Shuksan Schist. The Straight Creek Fault, with

a possible ZOO km of right lateral strike-slip separation (Misch,

1977), juxtaposes Shuksan rocks with those of the Skagit metamorphic

suite.

The thesis area includes late Paleozoic limestones, shales,

siltstones, sandstones, and conglomerates. These have been sheared

and faulted to form a melange with a pelitic matrb. During the devel-

opment of the mlange, meta-igneous rocks were emplaced withinthe

unit. The melange unit may be correlative with the Chilliwack Group

to the north (Vance, 1957).

The mlange unit is structurally overlain by the Shuksan Schist,

which comprises blueschists, greenschists, and graphite-rich schists

and phyllites. K/Ar dates of metamorphism of blueschists, given by

Misch (1966) for rocks to the northwest of the thesis area, are 218m.y.

and 259 m.y. The Shuksan Schist has been thrust west over the

rnlange unit along the east-dipping Shuksan thrust system. The

Darrington Phyllite crops out southwest of the m1ange unit. It con-

sists of extensively folded quartz-rich graphite phyllites with inter-

bedded greenschists. A major strike-slip fault juxtaposes these
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two units.

The major thrust faults in and near the area may have formed

during a middle Cretaceous orogeny (Misch, 1966), whereas strike-

slip faulting took place later, probably during Eocene time. Outside

of the thesis area, intrusive activity continued from Cretaceous to

Oligocene time. During late Cretaceous-Paleocene time, continental

sediments of the Chukanut or Swauk formation were deposited. Strong

Eocene folding and middle or late Eocene continental deposition fol-

lowed. Major Eocene displacement, estimated by Misch (1977) to be

200 km, occurred along the Straight Creek Fault, but the cause of

this motion remains uncertain. The present Cascade Range was pro.-

duced by late Pliocene uplift. Pleistocene activity included the Mt.

Baker volcano, other volcanic activity, and extensive valley and

continental glaciation.

Previous Work in the Area

The first significant geological investigation of the North

Cascades was completed by Daly (1912) in a border survey along

the 49th parallel. Misch (1966) and students studying under him have

mapped and investigated large areas o the North Cascades since

1949. Vance (1957), working under Misch on a University of Washing-

ton Ph. D. thesis, first described the geology of the Sauk River region

south of the Suiattle River and mapped the region on a large scale.
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The area of the current thesis lies within that mapped- by Vance.

Misch (1966) has interpreted the geology of the North Cascades

using pre-plate tectonic concepts. His interpretation involves large

nappe structures in the North Cascade thrust belts. Misch (1966)

stated that meta-igneous fragments within the melange represent con-

tinental basement material. In addition, he believes that the two

major faults in the area are parts of a single overthrust with the

melange unit exposed in a window. According to his interpretation,

the m1ange unit is resting on a second thrust, the Church Mountain

fault.

Lawrence, of Oregon State University, has done extensive

research in the western North Cascades. He offers a plate tectonic

model in considering possible interpretations of North Cascades

geology (Lawrence, 1975). In this case, imbricate thrust faults are

present along the western flank of the range rather than the nappes

and thrust faults of extremely large displacement that Misch prefers.

Also, meta-igneous fragments within the mlange unit would repre-

sent oceanic crust rather than continental basement.

Franklin (1975), working under Lawrence, mapped the geology

of the Prairie Mountain region, adjacent to and northeast of the pres-

ent thesis area. Mimes (1977) and Dotter (1977), also working under

Lawrence, recently completed theses describing the geology of the

Illabot Peaks area and the geology along the Suiattle River north of
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Prairie Mou.itain respectively. Lawrence (1976, personal communica-

tion) mapped in areas adjacent to the present area of study. Danner

(1966) described limestone and marble from within and near the thesis

area. Mattinsori (1970, 1972) made U-Fb age determinations in the

North Cascades region. Grant (1969) has briefly summarized the

geology of the Washington Cascades.



DSCRLPTION OF ROCK UNITS

For convenience, the rock units were divided into three large

groups. These groups are the Darrington Phyllite, the melange unit,

and the Shuksan Schist. The Darrington Phyllite is largely meta-

pelitic graphite phyllites and other metasediments. It includes minor

greens chists and meta-.igneous rocks. The melange unit includes

sedimentary rocks, volcanic rocks, meta-igneous rocks, and small

amounts of schists. The Shuksan Schist consists of greenschist,

blueschist, and phyllite. As seen on Plate I these three large units

are bounded by faults with the Darrington Phyllite occupying Gold

Mountain on the west, the m1a.nge unit occupying a north- south trend-

ing belt east of Dan Creek, and the Shuksan Schist barely crossing

into the eastern edge of the map area.

10



DARRINGTON PHYLLITE

Introduction

The Darrington Phyllite includes phyllites, greenschists, and

other meta- sedimentary and meta-igneous rocks. These rock types

crop out on Gold Mountain, which lies southwest of Dan Creek and

Black Oak Creek and east of the Sauk River. The phyllites are

commonly quartz-, graphite-, and muscovite-rich metapelites which

grade locally into schistose graywackes and conglomerates. Inter-

bedded greenschists are present within the phyllite unit and blocks

of greenschist and meta-igneous rocks have been faulted into place

adjacent to the phyllite unit.

The Darrington Phyllite has no designated type locality but

was first investigated by Vance (1957) on Gold Mountain. Misch

(1966) also described the Darrington Phyllite and correlated it with

the Shuksan Schist in the eastern part of the field area.

Meta- sedimentary Rocks

Field Description

The best exposures of the Darrington Phyllite are in logged

areas on the top and along the northeast side of Gold Mountain.

11
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Limited exposures are also present in road cuts along the Mountain

Loop Highway south and southwest of Gold Mountain. The phyllite

also crops out in stream beds; however, these exposures are poorer

than those in road cuts and logged areas. The Darrington Phyllite

forms ridges of lower elevation than the surrounding mountains.

Most of the phyllite samples consist of black to gray graphite-

and mica-rich layers alternating with quartzofeldspathic layers

(figure 3). This compositional layering is usually distinct, but is

often contorted and discontinuous as aresu1t of several deformation

episodes. The layers vary in thickness from less than 1 mm to

several mm. The rock fractures easily along the foliation surface

defined by these layers or, in some outcrops, by later strain-slip

cleavage or shearing. When fresh, the graphite- and mica-rich

layers form a black reflective surface. Upon weathering, the rock

loses graphite and, as a result, becomes lighter in color and takes

on a dull luster. The layering is absent in some exposures; in these,

the main phyllitic schistosity is defined by the preferred orientation

of micaceous minerals. In the samples from NW* sec. 4, T. 31 N.,

R. 10 E., the main foliation is clearly equivalent to original bedding

(figure 4).

Occasional irregular quartz veinlets or segregation lenses

cross or parallel the foliation. These range from less than 1 mm

to several centimeters across. The veinlets consist of quartz and



Figure 3. Darrington Phyllite showing F2 or F3 folding super-
imposed on S1 foliations and transposed bedding.
Top of Gold Mountain.

Figure 4, Darrington Phyllite with original bedding. Strain- slip
cleavage and folding are from the F2 deformation. NW
sec. 4, T. 31 N., R. 10 E.

13
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lesser quantities of albite remobilized during metamorphism (see

figure 18).

Where observed, contacts with adjacent rock units, except

Tertiary dikes, are invariably faults. The Darrington Phyllite is

bounded on the northeast by a. major fault along Dan Creek and the

sedimentary mélange unit. Phyllite extends southwest of the Sauk

River in the southeastern part of the thesis area. Meta-igneous rocks

were seen northwest of here, in the vicinity of Clear Creek, and

along the east bank of the Sauk River for several miles south of the

bridge to Darrington. According to Vance and Dungan (1977), these

rocks are members of the Jumbo Mountain Complex. Apparently,

then, a major fault also lies to the west of Gold Mountain and the

phyllife unit. Such a fault would be continuous with a fault mapped

by Vance and Dungan along Burns Creek south of the thesis area.

The phyllite is folded extensively and shows evidence of multiple

deformation in most outcrops. Folding is usually disharn-ionic and

includes tight folds parallel to the original schistosity, tight crenula-

tions, and larger but also tight folds. It is seen throughout the area,

but tends to be less intense along the Sauk River at the southeastern

end of Gold Mountain. Shearing, usually along axial planes of folds,

is also common. The secondary quartz veinlets and lenses are

folded, but not as extensively as the rest of the phyllite, which ex-

hibits folding from at least three deformation episodes in some
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outcrops. The folding is often coaxial or the axes are at low angles to

each other. Axes commonly trend north to northwest, and plunge

gently to the north or south. The main foliation and axial planes to

folds generally strike north-northwest. The main foliation dips

steeply to the east or west, whereas the axial planes dip at a wide

range of angles.

In addition to the pelitic rocks, conglomerate and schistose

graywacke are locally present in the Darrington Phyllite. Schistose

graywacke from a thin (1 m) layer was sampled from a small quarry

in SW sec. 16, T. 32 N,, R. 10 E. (see figure 5). The mica,

quartz, and albite grains in this graphite-poor rock are larger than

in the graphite-rich phyllites. A conglomerate with chert and volcanic

pebbles is exposed in a road cut at the 580 m elevation in SW sec. 12,

T. 31 N., R. 10 E. (see figure 5). This rock has a strong phyllitic

schistosity and in hand specimen it resembles the metapelites. How-

ever, cut surfaces and thin sections show contorted volcanic and chert

pebbles of up to 1.5 cm diameter.

In general, the regional metamorphic grade of the Darrington

Phyllite decreases toward the southeastern end of Gold Mountain.

Less intense F1 folding and a greater portion of detrital grains are

visible in this direction, as is locally present original bedding. An

apparent increase in metamorphic grade in rocks such as the schistose

graywacke is reflected in a relatively coarse grain size. This may

have resulted partly from the absence of organic carbon which would
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Figure 5. Locations of greenschist, conglomerate, graywacke and meta-igneous rocks on
Gold Mountain. Zone of contact metamorphism shown by diagonal lines.
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tend to inhibit progressive metamorphism (Miyashiro, 1973), although

a larger initial grain size may have also played a role.

The phyllite samples from the northwestern end of Gold Mountain

have been metamorphosed to a medium to dark red-brown hornfels.

The original metamorphic structures are faintly visible, but cannot

be measured because the rock has undergone intense post-deforma-

tional recrystallization. The best example of this rock type is seen in

a quarry at the north end of the Mountain Loop Highway. This area

appears to be a zone of contact metamorphism that developed after

regional metamorphism affected the entire unit (figure 5). Numerous

dikes and quartz veins cross this area, and some of the veins have

associated metallic sulfide minerals. A small stock, which is be-

lieved to have caused these effects, has intruded the phyllite in this

area (Thomas, 1978 personal communication).

Petrographic Description

Minerals that are visible in thin sections of the phyllites include

quartz, albite, white mica, graphite, chlorite, epidote, tourmaline,

apatite, sphene, magnetite, hematite, and hydrous iron oxides.

According to Vance (1957) the white mica is sericite. Compositional

layering is clearly visible in most samples with quartz and albite

dominating the light-colored layers and sericite and graphite pre-

dominant in the darker layers. Small grains of chlorite are visible
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in these layers and, to a lesser extent, in the quartz-albite layers.

Very small flakes of a slightly pleochroic light yellow-green mica

having parallel extinction and low interference colors are present

but the exact composition of this mineral is unknown. A fine-grained

red-brown mica, probably stilpnomelane, is also present in small

amounts. Chlorite having an anomalous blue interference color lies

within the mica-rich layers of some samples, but it is not nearly as

abundant as the yellow-green micas.

The remaining minerals are present in far lesser amounts.

Epidote, magnetite, tourmaline, and sphene were observed only in

samples from the northwest end of Gold Mountain. Apatite and the

iron oxides are present in trace amounts in thin sections from

throughout the area. No thin sections were examined in the zone

of contact metamorphism, but according to Vance (1957), minute

flakes of biotite are present here.

Table 1 shows the distribution of minerals among the phyllite

samples. Quartz ranges in abundance from 33 percent to 70 percent

and averages 53 percent. The presence of albite is difficult to deter-

mine in the phyllites but appears to range from 2 percent to 31 per-

cent and to average 12 percent. Graphite ranges from 0 percent to

12 percent with an average of 4 percent. Sericite ranges from 5

percent to 37 percent averaging 21 percent. Chlorite ranges from

1 percent to 28 percent and averages 10 percent.
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TABLE 1. Darrington Phyllite composition. Samples are listed in
order from northwest to southeast.

Sample #

N )
0

)
+

.

q)

)

N00
V

N
0

V

0
V

2

V

V

1

A
V

H
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11-102-3

7-201-7

7-200-2
7-201-i
11-100-48

11-102-1

7-201-4

11-100-25

11-100-4

11-99-4

11-114-2

11-113-14

11-116-8
11-114-6

11-167-30

11-165-9

--
--

--
--

--

X

X

X

X

X

X

x
X

X

X
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The phyllite is almost entirely recrystallized. However, a

few overgrown relict clastic grains are present in samples from the

southeast end of Gold Mountain and many such grains were seen in

the bedded sample from sec. 4, T. 31 N., R. 10 E. In most samples,

the main foliation, generally S1, is very clear. Quartz-albite layers

are as thin as 0. 1 mm and as thick as 1 cm. Within these layers,

quartz grains range in size from less than 0. 01 mm to 1 mm in the

shortest dimension. The smallest grains exhibit undulatory extinc-

tion and have diffuse boundaries. They are commonly, but not always,

elongated parallel to the main foliation. Quartz grains of about

0. 5 mm or larger are mostly equidimensional and generally have

straight boundaries. Chlorite and the unidentified light green mica

are minor components of the quartz-rich layers. They are oriented

randomly except in layers with elongated quartz grains where they

are subparallel to the foliation of the layer.

The largest quartz grains are porphyroblasts that measure up

to 4 mm in the longest dimension. These grains possess sutured or

straight boundaries and may have sbgrains of slightly different

orientations, The largest of these grains in some rocks do not

parallel the main foliation, but instead have formed late cross-

cutting veins or lenses. Aggregates of these larger grains merge

into the layers of smaller quartz grains. Quartz was apparently

remobilized several times, during and after the S1 foliation formed
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in a primary metamorphic event. It appears to have replaced some

of the original S1 layers. These quartz lenses may extend into all

portions of some rocks but are especially common lying parallel to

the main foliation or within axial planes and hinges of folds. The

larger ones are clearly visible in outcrop.

Albite takes on much of the same character as quartz. It is

most common within the quartz-rich layers but is also present in the

remobilized quartz lenses. In general, albite grains are slightly

larger than the finest quartz grains. They have straight boundaries

and even extinction. Twinning is uncommon, and where present is

generally difficult to see. The anorthite content measured for a few

grains is as low as An5 and as high as An11. Vance (1957) stated that

all of the anorthite component was removed from the phyllites during

metamorphism; however, some of it could easily have been absorbed by

the epidote where it is present.

In the rocks with clearly differentiated foliation, the mica layers

range in thickness from less than 1 mm to 1 cm or more. Sericite

is the main constituent and it lies parallel to the main foliation in

flakes up to 1 mm long but is commonly shorter. Chlorite and

graphite are common in lesser amounts, and the chlorite also lies

parallel to the foliation. Where present, chlorite having anomalous

interference colors lies exclusively within the micaceous layers as

do epidote, magnetite, and tourmaline. The epidote forms small
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yellow grains with high relief and the tourmaline has formed relatively

small porphyroblasts. These minerals were probably formed at the

the time of regional metamorphism and are not the result of more

recent contact metamorphism. Hematite or hydrous iron oxide com-

monly lines fractures, but is also present in the mica-rich layers of

some samples. Its texture suggests secondary derivation from

magnetite or chlorite.

Some samples do not possess distinct quartz-rich and mica-

rich layers. Instead, the S1 foliation is defined by the preferred

orientation of micas, the elongation of quartz grains, and the pres-

ence of thin streaks of graphite. These rocks are most common at

the southeast end of Gold Mountain. It is possible that the origin of

similar appearing foliations may vary from rock to rock. In the

samples from NW sec. 4, T. 31 N., R. 10 E., compositional

layering is clearly equivalent to bedding. In most rocks, the main

foliation appears to have originated with transposed sedimentary

layering and later became enhanced by tectonism and metamorphic

differentiation. Locally, the main foliation is S2, and it crosses an

earlier S surface, probably S1 (see figure 36).

Greenschist

Layers of greenschist present within the phyllite are exposed

at three localities (see figure 5). There are three exposures in
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road cuts in S sec. 17, T. 32 N., R. 10 E. Greenschist is also

exposed at the base of Hyakchuck Falls and about 0. 2 km upstream

in Hyakchuck Creek in NW* sec. 31, T. 32 N., R. 10 E. The

Hyakchuck samples contain muscovite and talc; other minerals are

too fine to identify in the field. Two of the samples from section 17

were analyzed in thin section. It is important to distinguish these

interbedded greenschists from those emplaced along faults. The

latter rocks will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Because they are not folded on as fine a scale, the greenschist

layers appear to have behaved more competently than the phyllites

during deformation. Some of the folds cut across their mutual con-

tacts but die out a short distance into the greenschist. The green-

schists do not exhibit the same intensity of compositional layering as

the phyllites. Two foliation surfaces, S1 and S2, are visible in hand

samples and in thin sections. These are defined by the preferred

orientations of micaceous minerals and thin layers of leucocratic

minerals parallel to the micas.

Major minerals include chlorite, sericite, albite, quartz, and

lawsonite. In addition, apatite, sphene, stilpnomelane, magnetite

and hematite are present in minor amounts. Quartz averages 28

percent, albite 23 percent, chlorite 36 percent, lawsonite 10 percent,

and sericite 2 percent.

Quartz and albite are interrupted by thin discontinuous chlorite
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and sericite bands. Lawsonite is associated with these layers. In

one sample an almost completely altered lawsonite crystal crosses

the chlorite and sericite at a high angle. This suggests a relatively

late origin, lawsonite forming during late stages in the development

of the main foliation and then being altered to chlorite, In another

sample lawsonite is present in somewhat random orientations within

a chlorite-rich lens, again suggesting a relatively late formation.

Hematite altered from magnetite forms porphyroblasts, most com-

monly within the chlorite and mica layers.

Quartz is relatively coarse- grained within the greenschist units

and exhibits undulatory extinction. The large grain size may result

from the lack of graphite within these units. Chlorite is disseminated

throughout the quartz-albite layers, but not as densely as within the

chlorite-mica layers. All chlorite is oriented subparallel to S1 or S2,

but the resulting layers are not as distinct as those in the graphite-

rich phyllites.

Metamorphic Facies

The key mineralogical assemblage in the Darrington Phyllite

is quartz - albite- white mica- chlorite- epidote. This as semblage places

the rocks within the chlorite zone oI the greenschist facies. However,

epidote disappears toward the southeast and the white mica/chlorite

ratio decreases markedly in this direction. Together with textural
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evidence, these phenomena suggest a decrease in metamorphic grade.

However, the assemblage of quartz-albite-white mica-chlorite indi-

cates that the rocks remain within the greenschist facies. The sample

with original bedding preserved shows the weakest metamorphism.

The lawsonite that is present in some of the interbedded green-

schist layers is locally corroded and much of it has been replaced by

chlorite, This suggests that the phyllite unit was subjected to initial

blueschist facies metamorphism. The formation of lawsonite probably

occurred after the S1 foliation developed as evidenced by the cross-

cutting orientation of some lawsonite crystals. Temperature appar.-

ently rose after the initial high-pressure metamorphic episode (see

figure 6), thus altering some of the lawsonite to chlorite. The close

proximity of greenschists with fresh lawsonite and those with lawson-

ite altered to chlorite can best be explained by differences in 02

pressure during metamorphism (Brown, 1974). Brown also noted

the possibility of the nearby Shuksan Schist undergoing a similar

temperature increase.

Misch and Evans (1976) have described a thin layer of quartz-

aragonite-talc schist in Darrington Phyllite north of the thesis area.

The phyllite has the same mineral assemblage as the phyllites from

Gold Mountain. According to them, the temperature of metamorphism

must have been less than about 400° C which is the high temperature

limit of lawsonite. Pressures at temperatures of 300° C and 400° C
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Figure 6. Generalized pressure - temperature diagram showing Darrington Phyllite
metamorphic history (based on Miyashiro, 1973).
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must be at least 7 kb and 9 kb respectively in order to insure the

stability of aragonite (Miyashiro, 1973). This would place the rocks

in the glaucophone schist facies.

Age and Correlation

In many respects, the Darrington Phyllite is similar to graphitic

phyllites within the Shuksan Schist. Milnes (1977) discussed the phyl-.

lites within the Shuksanunjt, The distribution of major minerals that

he identified is the same as that found within the Darrington Phyllite;

the degree and style of deformation are also similar. Misch (1966)

and Vance (1957) believe that the Darrington Phyllite is part of the

same rock unit as the Shuksan Schist, that the phyllite and greenschist

rest on a single thrust plate, and that the phyllite lies below green-

schist. It should be noted, however, that Misch (1966) estimated the

Darrington Phyllite to be 3 000 m thick. The basal phyllite of the

Shuksan Schist is at most about 10 m thick, so such a direct correla-

tion is difficult.

In other respects, the Darrington Phyllite resembles the phyllites

of the sedimentary m1ange to the east. This is true especially for

phyllites of lower metamorphic grade and less deformation. The

Darrington Phyllites are rich in carbon as are many of the fine-grained

melange rocks and in some places show original bedding and a defor-

mation style similar to that of the m1ange phyllites. The similarIties
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between the units are especially apparent near their common contact.

The Darrington Phyllite sediments were probably deposited in

a relatively calm restricted setting. This may have been in a back-

arc environment. It is possible that the Darrington Phyllite, the

sedimentary melange unit, and the Shuksan Schist were deposited in

closely-spaced environments in the same large-scale tectonic setting.

The similarities among portions of these rock units are as striking

as their differences. Later faulting and differential burial subjected

each unit to different degrees of metamorphism and styles of defor-

mation.

Misch (1966) has provided two dates from crossite schists

within the Shuksan Schj.st, which are probably indicative for the

Darrington Phyllite as well. These dates are 218 ± 40 m.y. and

259 ± 8 m.y. respectively. According to Franklin (1975), the dates

reflect only the most recent metamorphic event and the age of the

rocks must be greater than these radiometric dates. Sedimentary

deposition may have taken place during the late Paleozoic, which

is the estimated age of the sedimentary m1ange.

Tectonically Emplaced Rocks

Introduction

Meta-igneous rocks and greenschists crop out along the Mountain

Loop Highway for five km south of the bridge across the Sauk River
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(see figure 5). They form small but steep cliffs along the Sauk River.

These rocks are similar to metamorphic rocks seen south of the Sauk

River in the vicinity of Clear Creek. Contacts between these rocks

and the phyllite are generally hidden, primarily by glacial deposits,

but are believed to be faults that are continuous with a fault mapped

by Vance and Dungan (1977) along Burns Creek south of the Sauk

River. A tectonic lens of greenschist was also found at the head of

Dan Creek.

Greenschjsts

Tectonically emplaced greenschists were sampled from one

outcrop in sec. 25, T. 32 N., R. 9 E. and a second from SW sec. 2,

T. 31 N., R. 10 E. These rocks are dark green when fresh but

weather to a dull brown-green. No foliation could be measured but

there is a distinct lineation which apparently has resultedfrom

multiple deformation. The mineralogy is too fine-grained for field

determination.

The mineralogy of these greenschist samples is considerably

different from the greenschists interlayered with the phyllites. Major

minerals include 38 percent calcite, 25 percent chlorite (chlinoclore),

24 percent epidote, 10 percent quartz, and 3 percent albite. Lesser

amounts of hematite and magnetite and pyrite with hematite rims are

present. The microscopic texture of the greenschist is brecciated.
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All of the minerals except calcite are represented in the blocks that

have been brecciated. Calcite and some of the quartz and albite have

filled subsequent fractures.

Meta-igneous Rocks

The meta-igneous rocks are similar to the greenschists in

tectonic setting and brecciated texture. The color is blue-green when

fresh, however it is light brown upon weathering. None of the primary

igneous minerals could be discerned in hand specimen, but secondary

amphibole is visible in one sample. The macroscopic texture of these

rocks is generally aphanitic and directionless.

Specimens of three of these meta-igneous rocks were examined

in thin section, All of the rocks have undergone intense metamorph-

ism, Two of them retain their djabasjc texture in spite of extensive

alteration and some tectonic deformation, The third has been sheared

and brecciated so that the original texture is no longer visible. All

of these rocks have been metamorphosed to the greenschist facies and

all three have similar mineralogy.

The primary igneous minerals in the two diabases include an

average of 30 percent plagioclase and about 1 percent clinopyroxene.

It appears that additional amounts of pyroxene have been altered to

other minerals, The plagioclase shows evidence of alteration to fine-

grained chlorite, sericite, and quartz. The remaining primary
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plagioclase has been altered to albite. About 15 percent metamorphic

albite is present. Other metamorphic minerals include an average

of 20 percent actinolite, 20 percent of a very fine-grained nearly

opaque substance which is probably saussurite, and lesser amounts

of epidote, chlorite, and quartz. Minor minerals include magnetite,

white mica, hematite, sphene, apatite, ilmenite altering to leucox-

ene, and a very fine- grained brown mica, which is probably stil-

pnomelane but may be biotite.

Although these rocks retain much of their original diabasic

texture, they show clear evidence of brecciation. All of the meta-

morphic minerals are represented within the angular blocks. Chlor-

ite, albite, and quartz form the matrix surrounding the brecciated

fragments. Actinolite fills post- brecciation fractures in one of the

samples.

Metamorphism and Emplacement

Petrographic work and field relations show that the greenschist

and meta-igneous rocks have undergone the following sequence of

events after they were formed. (1) An initial period of greenschist

facies metamorphism took place. This was concurrent with deforma-

tion in the greenschist sample. (2) An episode of tectonic disruption

took place. (3) Greenschist fades metamorphism continued, but it

was static metamorphism.
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Vance and Dungan (1977) have described a large mafic complex

lying to the southwest of Gold Mountain. It consists of metagabbro

and metadiorite intruded by basalt dikes. The entire complexhas

been metamorphosed to the greenschist facies. Rare-earth-element

data have provided patterns that are indicative of early island-arc

or ocean-floor basalts. It is likely that the tectonic greenschists and

meta-igneous rocks of the western end of Gold Mountain are members

of this complex. They have been emplaced adjacent to the phyllite

by movement along a fault extending south along Burns Creek south

of the thesis area. According to Vance and Dungan (1977) emplace-

ment of these rocks must have occurred prior to the intrusion of the

nearby Squire Creek Stock at about 34 m. y. No maximum age is

available, but these rocks were probably emplaced after thrusting

along the Shuksan fault. The sample from Dan Creek is a small

isolated lens with an indefinite pre-metamorphic and metamorphic

history. It was probably brought into place with strike-slip move-

ment along the Dan Creek fault.

Apparently, brecciation and microfaulting occurred with the

tectonic emplacement of the rocks along the Sauk River. Nearby

phyllite samples show evidence of the same post-tectonic metamorph-

ism that altered the greenschists and meta-igneous rocks. Fine-

grained actinolite fills a small fracture in a phyllite sample in SE*

sec. 25, T. 32 N., R. 9 E. This rock has coarser recrystallized
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quartz grains than most of the other phyllite samples. It is unlikely

that this static metamorphism resulted from contact effects from

nearby intrusions, as it was sampled more than two km from the

southern limit of the contact zone. Probably, the fault zone remained

warm but immobile after fault emplacement of the meta-igneous rocks.

Some of the main foliation of phyllites in the area parallels the conS-

tact suggesting that fault motion occurred at an elevated temperature

(see figure 36).



SHUKSAN SCHISTS

The Shuksan Schists structurally overlie the sedimentary

melange unit above the Shuksan thrust fault. Greenschists, blue-

schists, quartz-muscovite schists, and phyllites are exposed within

the unit. In the thesis area and to the north, greenschist of the

Shuksan Schist overlies graphitic phyllite that is indistinguishable

from the Darrington Phyllite. Thrusting took place along the phyllite

unit.

Greenschist forms the highest ridge in the area and is exposed

at the eastern boundary of the thesis area. It consists of massive

fine-grained greenschist interlayereçl with thin laminae of blueschist.

No thin sections of this unit were examined in the present thesis.

Milnes (1977) described the greenschists in detail. They consist of

four rock types, and all are characterized by abundant epidote, chlor-

ite, actinolite, quartz, albite, and soda amphibole.

The phyllite layer below the greenschist was not examined in

thin section, but in hand specimen it resembles the Darrington

Phyllite. Graphite, quartz, and sericite are detectable as are the

large quartz veins and lensesthat characterize the Darrington

Phyllite. According to Mimes (1977), thin section petrography of

Shuksan phyllites reveals the presence of abundant quartz, sericite,

graphiie, albite and chlorite. In addition to the minor minerals that

were also seen in the Darrington Phyllite, he described garnet
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and clinozoisite in these phyllites. The phyllite layerrests below

greenschist everywhere along the Shuksan thrust fault.

The Shuksan Schist mineralogy suggests that the rock unit has

been metamorphosed to the chlorite zone of the greenschist facies.

Local variations in 02 pressure and iron content could have led to

the formation of the interlayered blueschists (Brown, 1974 and Mimes,

1977), Misch (1966) has provided radiometric dates of 218 * 8 m.y.

and 259 ± 1 my. for metamorphism of these rocks, These dates

are believed to reflect only the most recent metamorphic events.

Misch (1966) has suggested that the Shuksan Schist was formed

together with the Darrington Phyllite, probably prior to Middle

Devonian time.
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MELANGE UNIT

Introduction

The mlange unit lies structurally below the Shuksan Schist and

the associated Shuksan thrust fault. It crops out east of the Darrington

Phyllite and is juxtaposed with it by a second majorfault. In the

thesis area, the mlange unit lies northeast of Dan Creek and Black

Oak Creek. It extends to the eastern boundary of the area. Exposures

are limited to logging areas, road cuts, and some streams. Else-

where, extensive forest cover, colluvium, and intermittent poorly

sorted glacial till conceal the rock units.

The melange unit includes siltstone, shales, phyllites, sand-

stones, conglomerates, and marbles of sedimentary origin. Volcanic

and meta-igneous rocks, blueschist, and quartzrnuscovite schist are

also exposed within the mlange unit. Various degrees of faulting,

shearing, and folding are visible in all rock types, but deformation

is primarily cataclastic and is strongest in the fine. grained sediments.

Most of the meta-igneous rocks, conglomerates, sandstones, and

marbles appear to have behaved as relatively competent blocks within

a sheared matrix of fine-grained sediments and phyllites. In most

locations original contacts are absent due to cover or weathering, so

their sheared nature is often inferred. Where contacts are exposed

they are usually shear planes. Very locally, bedding planes are
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preserved within the large melange blocks. In areas where exposure

is limited or nonexistent or where numerous small blocks of different

composition are sheared together, the mlange unit is mapped as

undifferentiated.

Sedimeiitary Rock Types

Shales, Siltstones, and Phyllites

Field Description. Fine-grained clastic and argillaceous sedi-

mentary rocks are the most abundant types in the mlange unit.

These rocks are grouped together for mapping purposes because

they are very difficult to distinguish in the field. They are dark brown

or blackin color and sometimes possess original bedding although it

is difficult to see in the field. Low grade metamorphic recrystalliza-

tion of the fine-grained matrix material has taken place.

The shales and siltstones are commonly sheared, often serving

as a ductile matrix surrounding more competent blocks of marble,

sandstone, conglomerate, or meta-igneous rocks. Above the south

bank of Decline Creek, the fine-grained rocks form an extensively

sheared matrix; thin slices and small pods of other rock types are

found within this matrix. These slices and pods range in width from

1 m to 10 macross. In NW* sec. 1, T. 31 N., R. 10 E., sandstone

is interbedded with shale. Both layers show some shearing, however
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the shale has numerous closely-spaced fractures subparallel to

bedding planes, and some movement has taken place along these

fracture planes The sandstones although it has been sheared, has

behaved as competent blocks and each block has remained intact

within the mobile fine-grained matrix.

The siltstones and shales commonly gradeinto phyllites, which

are present primarily near faults or adjacent to blocks of the more

competent rocks. They are dark brown, gray, orblack and weather

to a light gray color. They possess a cleavage or phyllitic schistosity

that becomes parallel to the associated fault block with increasing

proximity to it, The melange phyllites resemble the Darrington

Phyllite, especially near their mutual contact in sec. 12, T. 31 N.,

R. 10 E. However, Vance (1957) believed the two rock types to be

different and listed what he believed to be the major differences. The

author found many of these criteria to be ambiguous, especially in

the contact zone between the two units and in low-grade zones of the

Darrington Phyllite. Nevertheless, certain criteria can be useful in

distinguishing Darrington phyllites from melange phyllites provided

they are understood to be only guidelines and not hard and fast rules.

(1) The melange phyllites commonly have gradational relationships

with surrounding coarse-grained rocks that have preserved clastic

textures. (2) They do not have the large secondary quartz lenses

that are characteristic of the Darrington Phyllite. (3) The mlange
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.phyllites are not completely refolded and' folding is mostly harmonic.

(4) Original clasts and bedding are more common within the melange

phyllite s.

Petrographic Description. Common minerals and detrital rock

fragments in the pelitic sediments include quartz, chert fragments,

plagioclase, chlorite, white mica, and fine-grained volcanic frag-

ments. These range in average diameter from 0. 04 mm to 0. 07 mm.

Other detrital minerals include clay minerals, apatite, epidote,

sericite, orthoclase, clinopyroxene, and magnetite. Carbonaceous

matter and authigenic minerals are present, the latter including

calcite, quartz, hydrous iron oxide, hematite, chlorite, and rare

stilpnomelane along some fractures. Most of the fine detrital chlorite

and sericite probably come from disrupted or weathered volcanic

fragments as, in thin section, they are seen to grade into such frag-

ments. The carbonaceous matter is seen in thin layers or in small

clumps.

In contrast to most Darrington Phyllite samples and some of

the sandstone specimens, bedding is visible in thin section (figure 7)

although it may be displaced by crenulation or strain-slip cleavage

(see figures 7, 47, and 48). The bedding is defined by alternating

quartz- rich and carbon- mica- rich layers, by variations in clastic

grain size, or by the preferred orientation of detrital clasts and

authigenic minerals. The thickness of the quartz-rich and '



carbon- mica-rich lamj.nae varies from less than 1 mm to 1 cm or

more.

The fine-grained rocks are commonly folded. Where the folds

are tight and similar (half wavelength of about one centimeter) axial

plane crenulations have developed. These are commonly sheared into

axial plane strain-slip cleavages, and, in some places, they form

the dominant foliation(s). In other rocks a similar foliation is present

and any associated folding is not visible. In some of these the folia-

tion is a fissility parallel to original bedding. In all rocks the cleav-

age surfaces are defined by the presence of carbonaceous matter and

realigned mica.

Sandstone

Field Description. Sandstone generally forms competent blocks

within the melange unit. However, in some areas the rock has been

sheared extensively and may possess a cleavage or phyllitic schistos-

ity. Original beds, where discernible, range in thickness from about

2 cm to 50 cm. The sandstones are, in some places, interbedded with

pelitic sediments. The color of the sandstones is generally light gray,

green, or tan and occasionally dark gray or dark brown.

The best exposures of sandstones are seen in logging roadsin

NW sec. 1, T. 31 N., R. 10 E. These are graywackes that have

been sheared subparallel to shaley interbeds. The sheared nature of
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therockis evidenced by aphyllitic sheen and by stretched clastic

grains. In other localities small isolated fragments of sandstone lie

within a ductile matrix of sheared pelitic sediments.

Petrographic Description. Sandstones observed in thin section

are poorly sorted arkosic and lithic wackes, The grains are sub-

angular to subrounded and occasionally elongated. They average

0.3 mm to 0. 5 mm in diameter, but one 5 mm long plagioclase grain

was observed in thin section. Graded beddingis visible in some

hand specimens and thin sections. Minor shears are present, and

these are commonly filled with aligned micas and small amounts of

carbonaceous material.

Quartz, plagioclase, potassium feldspar, chert and volcanic

fragments are the most common framework components. Lesser

amounts of green biotite, muscovite, magnetite, quartzite, chlorite

(some grains with anomalous blueinterference colors), clinopyroxene,

mica schist fragments, and rare sedimentary and intermediate plu-

tonic rock fragments were observed. Smaller grains of these miner-

als plus carbonaceous matter and minor epidote compose the matrix.

Chlorite, sericite, silica, albite, and iron oxide cement the other

components. The cement has come from recrystallization of the

matrix minerals. It may largely be the result of low-grade meta-

morphism, as it regularly intrudes the larger detrital grains. Modal

analyses of four sandstone samples are presented in Table 2.



Table 2. Sandstone composition.

quartz
plagioclase
K-fe1dspar
volc anics
chert
ply, quartz
matrix
opaques
muscovite
epidote
clinopyroxene
b iotite
chlorite
intrus ives
carbonate

76 15,2 20.8
51 10,2 13.9
37 7.4 10.1

114 22,8 31.1
39 7.8 10.7
33 6.6 9.0

134 26.8
12 2.4 3.3

3 0.6 0,8
1 0.2 0,3
t
0

0

t
t

P/F =0.59
V/L= 1.00

89 17,8 27.9 72 144 20.2
22 4,4 6.9 60 12, 16,8
28 5.6 8,8 99 19,8 27.7
91 18.2 28,5 48 9.6 13.4
61 12,, 2 19. 1 44 8. 8 12. 3
16 3,2 5,0 34 6.8 9.5

181 36.2 143 28,6
2 0,4 0,6 2 0,4 0,6
7 1,4 2.2 2 0,4 0.6

88 17,6 24,1
64 12.8 17.5
72 14,4 19.7
66 13.2 18.1
36 7.2 9.9
36 7,2 9,9

135 27,0
3 0.6 0,8
2 0,4 0,5

Values of Parameters
after Dickinson. 1970

o = 44. 2%
F = 37. 6%
L = 18. 2%
C/9 0.45
P/F = 0. 50
V/L 1,00

t trace, 9 total quartz, F total feldspar, L total lithics, C = polycrystalline quartz, P = plagioclase, V volcanic lithics

9= 54. 1% 9= 42%

F = 16. 3% F = 44.5%
L = 29. 6% L = 13.4%
C/9= 0,46 C/9= 0.52
P/F = 0. 44 P/F = 0. 38
V/L= 1.00 V/L 1.00

9 = 42. 3%
F = 22. 9%
L = 32. 5%

c/9= 0.49

WC-87 11.167-13 WC 118 WC- 120
% adj.% # % adj.% % adj.% # % adj.%

WC-87 11..167-13 WC-118 WC12O

t , t t
0 0 t
2 0,4 0.6 0 0
1 0,2 0,3 1 0,2 0,3 1 0,2 0,3
0 0 .0
0 0 0



Conglomerates

Conglomerates consist primarily of varying amounts of chert and

quartz pebbles, finegrained volcanic fragments, and minor quartzite

and very rare sedimentary rock fragments. These lie in a matrix

consisting of smaller grains of the above rock types and other min-

erals. Grain size variation is considerable between outcrops, the

largest pebbles ranging in size from less than 1 cm to 10 cm in the

greatest dimension. But, within a given outcrop, the largest pebbles

are fairly uniform in size. Stretched pebble that in some locations

have been folded, are present in nearly all of the outcrops sampled

(figure 8). In two locations the conglomerate is folded and sheared

to the extent that the matrix takes on a phyllitic sheen. In other

samples quartz has been recrystallized or remobilized and the indi-

vidual clasts partially obscured. This phenomenon was observed only

near fault contacts. The contacts between the conglomerates and

other rock types are covered or weathered extensively, but they are

inferred to be minor faults related to the development of the melange.

Table 3 lists characteristics of Teprsentative conglomerate samples.

The conglomerates that were studied in thin section are made

up of pebbles up to 1 cm in diameter, although much larger pebbles

were observed in the field. The pebbles are commonly stretched

subparallel to nearby sheared contacts, but the greatest deformation

is in the fine-grained matrix. Chert is the most common constituent
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Figure 7. Thin section showing bedding in phyllite from the melange
unit, NE- sec. 12, T. 31 N., R. 10 E. Thin section is
3 cm long.

Figure 8. Polished section of folded stretchedpebb1e conglomerate.
North of Decline Creek at the 1300 rn elevation,
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NOTE: Compositions are given as the approximate percentage of framework minerals.
V volcanic clasts, C chert pebbles, 9 = quartz and quartzites.

Table 3. Characteristics of conglomerates

Sample # Location (T31N, R1OE) Composition Pebble length Deformation

11-167-3 SE 1/4, sec. 2 70% C, 30% 9 1 cm Stretched pebbles

11-167-15 Ni/i 1/4, sec. 2 55% C, 30% 9, 15% V 1 cm Sheared matrix
Stretched pebbles
Folded

11- 194-9 NE 1/4, sec. 1 50% V, 30% C, 20% 9 3 mm Crinkle line ations
Stretched pebbles

11- 194-7 NE 1/4, sec. 1 80% V, 20% C 1 cm Stretched pebbles
Matrix crenulations

11-193-14 NE 1/4, sec. 1 50% V, 40% C, 10% 9 4 cm Stretched pebbles
Sheared matrix

11-192-4 3400' elevation 50°/a V, 50% C 2 cm Stretched pebbles
N. of Conn Creek

11-193-3 NE 1/4, sec. 1 95% V, 5% C 5 mm None

WC-83 SE 1/4, sec. 12 50% V, 50% C 1 cm Sheared matrix
Resembles phyllite

in outcrop

WC-86 NE 1/4, sec. 2 50% C, 40% 9, 10% V 1 cm Sheared matrix
Stretched pebbles
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of the framework, with quartzite, quartz, volcanic clasts and sedi-

mentary rock fragments visible in lesser amounts. An exception to

this order is the volcanic conglomerate where volcanic clasts pre-

dominate. Plagioclase, white mica, chlorite, clay, and finer grains

of the framework constituents compose the matrix. Minor sphene

and carbonaceous material are also present. The matrix is com-

monly recrystallized and silica, calcite, iron-oxide, chlorite, and

secondary albite cement the other components.

Volcanic Rocks

No petrographic work was done with the volcanic rocks as they

constitute a relatively minor rock type in this portion of the melange.

However, elsewhere they cover a larger area. Franklin (1975)

described the All Creek Volcanics north of the field area, which,

according to Dotter (1977), are the same as volcanic rocks in the

melange unit.

At many locations volcanic rocks are commonly brecciated and

sheared to such an extent that they cannot be identified with certainty

in the field. These rocks are dark green when fresh and gray-brown

upon weathering. In the thesis area volcanic rock is exposed in the

bottom of Conn Creek at the 800 m elevation. It also forms small

resistant ridges in W- sec. 1, T, 31 N., R, 10 E. At this location

it may be in conformable contact with the overlying sandstone and the
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underlying conglomerate; however, the relationship is uncertain as

the contacts are hidden.

The volcanic rocks are probably andesitic to dacitic in composi-

tion as indicated by the dark color, However, extensive shearing and

alteration make this difficult to determine without thin section petrog-

raphy.

Marble

Small isolated outcrops of marble are locally present throughout

the mlange unit. These are generally extensively sheared and tec-

tonically emplaced lenses. Marble is seen in a logged area north of

Conn Creek where it crosses the 975 m elevation and on top of the

two ridges north of Black Oak Creek. The largest block is present

in N sec. 1, T. 31 N., R. 10 E. This block is in place; however,

some of the smaller blocks, particularly those near Conn Creek, are

slump blocks. Danner (1966) has presented detailed location maps

and field descriptions of marbles within the thesis area.

The marble is dominantlyrecrystallized calcite; however a

large quantity of detrital quartz and plagioclase grains (up to 25

volume percent) is present in some samples. No original bedding,

structures, or fossils were observed. Petrofabric analysis of calcite

grains will be discussed under the structure section.



Depositional Environment

The variety of rock types in the m1ange unit suggests

that a number of different environments were present during deposi-

tion. However, the disruption of rock sequences make the interpreta-

tion of detailed stratigraphic relationships impossible. Instead, one

must consider rock textures and compositions in determining the

depositional environment.

The mlange rocks were probably deposited over a broad time

span, so the environment could conceivably have changed several

times. However, several factors suggest that the unit was rather

rapidly deposited from a nearby source area. These include (1) the

presence of conglomerates, (2) the poorsorting of and the angular

grains in the sandstone units, (3) the presence of scour and fill struc-

tures in rocks north of the thesis area (Franklin, 1975 and Dotter,

1977), (4) interbedded sand and pelitic layers, and (5) the predomi-

nance of feldspar and unstable volcanic lithic fragments in coarse-

grained sedimentary rocks.

A correlation between framework constituents and tectonic

setting can be made on the basis of work by Dickinson (1970). Fine-

grained matrix and cement are ignored in his classification scheme

for graywacke and arkose. Instead, the composition of coarser

detritus is used to gain information about provenance.
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Thin sections of two lithic wackes and two arkosic wackes were

analyzed with this approach in mind. Counts of 500 points were made

on each thin section and, from these counts, the volume percentage of

the various constituents was determined (see Table 2). Next, an

adjusted volume percentage with the matrix removed was calculated.

Then the volume of each constituent was subtotaled into various groups:

Q is the percentage of polycrystalline quartz, chert, monocrystalline

quartz, and quartz as phenocrysts and grains within microphaneritic

rock fragments. F is the percentage of individual plagioclase and

potassium feldspar grains and feldspar as phenocrysts within other

rock fragments. L is the percentage of unstable rock fragments.

These are the same parameters as the end members of the classifica-

tion scheme of Gilbert (Williams etal.,, 1954).

The samples from the thesis area were plotted on the ternary

diagram used in Gilbert!s scheme (figure 9). Samples of Chilliwack

sandstones from north of the thesis area were analyzed by Dotter

(1977) and have been plotted on the ternary diagram for comparison.

Three of these rocks were obtained from Jackman Creek and four

from the vicinity of Prairie Mountain. Two of the samples from the

present thesis area (WC-87 and 11-167-13) are remarkably similar

to three of the Prairie Mountain samples. These are lithic wackes

with higher quartz and feldspar contents than the Jackman Creek

samples. All of the lithic wackes are predominantly volcanic wackes,
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and this suggests that an island arc source was active during deposi-

tion. The remaining samples from thethesis area (WC-118 and WC-

120) plot as arkosic wackes. They show an additional increase in

feldspar and a decrease in lithic content. This suggests that these

samples have come from a more mature tectonic setting.

This is further supported by the L * Qp - F - Qm diagram based

on theparameters of Dickinson (1970) (figurelO). In this diagram,

Qp represents the percentage of polycrystalline quartz fragments.

These are assumed to have a marine origin. Qm represents mono-

crystalline quartz fragments and the other parameters are as de-

scribed above. According to this diagram, there is a greater amount

of feldspar in the samples from the thesis area than in sandstones to

the north, This again suggests a possible plutonic input and an in-

crease in the maturity of the source area. According to Dotter (1977),

the monocrystalline quartz content of samples 122f and 188 is caused

by the fine grain size of these samples, whereas the samples from

the present thesis area have a medium grain size.

The probable tectonic setting for these rocks is a marine basin

near an island arc where a combination of andesitic volcanics and

uplifted marine cherts provided at least two source rock types. The

samples from Jackman Creek were probably deposited under different

conditions early in the development of the island arc as is suggested

by their large volume of lithics. Later evolution of the arc, coupled
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with erosion, increased the plutonic component in the source area

(samples WC-118 and WC-120). This resultedin a greaterpercentage

of feldspars being depositedin the sandstones. Thedepositional envi-

ronment was proximal to the source area and was characterized by

changing current velocity. It was probably a submarine fan which

gradually built upon the floor of a marine basin. From these data, it

appears that the most mature rocks and, hence, the youngest are in

the southwestern part of the melange unit, Data from Danner (1966)

indicates that Chilliwack limestones decrease in age toward the south-

west, lending additional support to the maturity hypothesis.

Age and Correlation

The sedimentary melange contains rocks from a variety of

sources and, hence, could represent a wide range of ages. The only

data available in the immediate area is that provided by crinoid

columnals in limestone float from Conn Creek. According to Danner

(1966), these columnals are probably Early Pennsylvanian. This

probably is close to the age of nearby limestones and other rocks in

the melange unit of the thesis area.

Vance (1957), Misch (1966), and others believe that the sedi-

mentary mlange unit is correlative with the Chulliwack Group to the

north of the thesis area. These rocks were described by Daly (1912).

They have the same general lithology as the mlange unit, but are
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not deformed to the same extent. On the basis of the work by these

authors, the m1ange unit in the thesis area is believed to beequiva-

lent tothe Chilliwack Group. The age of Chilliwack rocks ranges

from Middle Devonian to Middle Permian.

Meta-.igneous Rocks

Field Description

Within the sedimentary mlange a large exposure of meta-

igneous rocks, covering more than one square mile in area and com-

prising a number of smaller blocks of differing lithologies, crops out

on both sides of Conn Creek. Other exposures are present within

Decline Creek, on top of the ridge north of Conn Creek, and as smaller

isolated tectonic fragments ranging from 100 m across to sizes too

small to be mapped separately (figure 11), The various meta-igneous

rock types are commonly ridge formers and, except for the Shuksan

Schist along the eastern border of the thesis area, form the highest

ridges in the area.

The meta-igneous rocks within the melange unit were classified

using the IUGS scheme (Streckeisen, 1976). These rocks include

gabbros, diabases, volcanic s, peridotites, hornblendites, pyroxenites,

serpentinites, and one granodiorite. Other felsic rock types may be

present; however, these were not observedin thin section. Fine grain
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size, metamorphism, shearing, and brecciation often obscure the

original rock type, making field identification rather difficult. Be-.

cause of these characteristics and the fact that only a few thin sections

were made, the igneous rock types are not differentiated onthe map.

Gabbro is the dominant igneous rock type within the thesis area,

and it makes up the bulk of the large meta-igneous block. This rock

is generally medium greenin color, Remnant hornblende and pyroxene

are visible in hand specimen as is plagioclase or its alteration prod-

ucts. These minerals are commonly brecciated within a dark green

aphanitic matrix. In one location, along the road north of Conn Creek,

a gabbro having rhythmic layering with alternating light and dark green

aphanitic layers has become increasingly brecciated near asmall

shear zone. The metaigneous rocks, especially gabbroic rocks, are

commonly serpentinized. One serpentinite was criss-crossed with

white veinlets of quartz, calcite, and fine sericite. Other rocktypes

are dark gray-green and have an aphanitic texture as described above.

Locally, small sheared orbrecciated zones inthese rocks are filled

with secondary amphibole.

Slickensides, many of which are serpentinized, are common

along small fractures within the meta-igneous rocks. No attempt was

made to compile their orientations. Near their outer boundaries, the

meta.-igneous rocks are commonly sheared parallel to contacts with

adjacent rocks. Therock immediately surrounding these igneous



tectonic slices is usually phyllitic and, in one location, schistose.

Its main foliation is parallel to the contact.

Petrographic Description

Four thin sections of gabbro were studied. All of these have

been metamorphosed and most show limited deformation. The texture

is commonly xenomorphic granular. Primary plagioclase has been

almost completely altered, but in the few cases where it could be

determined, the premetamorphic anorthite content averages An55.

Primary augite was observed in one thin section; elsewhere, pyroxene

has been altered to amphibole. The average amount of total pyroxene

and amphibole is 45 percent. In all samples the plagioclase has been

saussuritized, that is, altered to a light brown partially opaque fine-

grained mass of zoisite and lesser amounts of epidote and leucoxene.

Saussurite averages 20 percent of the total rock. Clinozoisite, rather

than epidote, was seen in one thin section. Treraolite and actinolite

have usually replaced pyroxene and hornblende. Fine- grained quartz

and albite, each of which averages 10 percent are present as are

sericite, chlorite, and calcite.

The meta-i,gneous rocks are commonly sheared and brecciated

(figure 12). In one sample augite is 'pulled apart" and rotated slightly

along cleavage planes. Secondary amphibole grains are visible along

the shear planes and as larger porphyroblasts and finer grains
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Figure 11. Meta-gabbro surrounded by pelitic matrix.
670 rn elevation near Decline Creek.

57

Figure 12. Brecciated mafic meta-igneous rock. Light colored
areas are secondary albite. Pyroxene, chlorite, and
epidote occupy the darker areas. Photograph is 2. 8 cm
in length. Top of ridge south of Decline Creek.
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elsewhere. These are often surrounded by microcrystalline chlorite

and other fine-grained minerals. Within microbrecciated zones and

as a fine matrix in other settings are chlorite, sericite, quartz, and

albite. Calcite fills the most recent fractures.

A dark blue-green pyroxenite from along the Conn Creek road

at ll8Om elevation was studied in thin section. Most of the rock con-

sists of hypersthene, some of which has been altered to a light green

amphibole, proably uralite,

A highly sheared and somewhat altered granodiorite was

sampled from a small quarry at the 800 m elevation about 1 km

south of Conn Creek. The texture of the rock (away from the sheared

zones) is equigranular. Feldspar grains of up to 7 mm are present.

This rock consists of an estimated 40 percent plagioclase, 10 percent

potassium feldspar, and 20 percent quartz. The plagioclase is

andesine and some of the quartz is clearly secondary quartz that has

filled fractures, Less than 1 percent pyrite, which has largely been

altered to hematite, is present. The remainder of the rock consists

of fine-grained chlorite and sericite, which are clearly alteration

products.

Origin, Metamorphism, and Emplacement

The meta-igneous rocks within the mlange unit belong to the

same sequence as those described by Franklin (1975) and Dotter (1977)
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north of thethesis area. However, the rocks in thepresent area are

more mafic than those to the north. Rocks in this area consist of

greater quantities of gabbro and ultramafic rocks and fewer diorites,

quartz diorites, and granodiorites. Therocks here arealso meta-

morphosed to a greater extent than those to the north.

The meta-igneous rocks show evidence of having undergone two

episodes of metamorphism. First of all, medium-grade metamorph-

ism of upper greenschist to epidote-amphibolite facies took place.

This resulted in the saussurite, zoisite, sericite, leucoxene and

amphibole formation. Concurrently with emplacement into the

melange, these rocks underwent brittle deformation. Subsequent

very low- grade metamorphism left the fracture-filling matrix miner-

als and alteration rims around the amphibole.

The type locality for the meta-igneous rocksis the Yellow Aster

Complex, dated by Mattinson (1972) on the basis of uranium-lead from

zircons at 460 million years. A metamorphic age of the same rocks

is 415 million years. From these dates and in light of the tectonic

setting of the rocks, Franklin (1975) propOsed that the tectonic frag-

ments were emplaced along an east-dipping subduction zone. This

contradicts earlier work by Vance (1957) and others suggesting

that the meta-igneous rocks represent fragments from the crystal-

line continental basement to the east.

On the basis of work by Franklin (1975) and Dotter (1977) and
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from the petrology and tectonic setting of rocks in the present area,

the meta-igneous rocks appear to be fragments of a dismembered

ophiolite sequence. The assemblage of ultramaficrocks, gabbros,

diabases, and volcanic rocks is typical of an assemblage generated

along an oceanic ridge (Dickinson, 1972). In such a setting, perido-

tites and pyroxenites form the lowest layer and were originally part

of the earth' s mantle. Gabbro and basalt overlie the more mafic

rocks, and these are commonly intruded by dolerite or diabase.

A preponderance of more silicic rocks north of the area contra-

dicts the idea of a simple oceanic assemblage. These rocks are more

continental in character and could have evolved in any of three tectonic

settings. (1) An early rifting event within continental crust could have

led to the formation of the complex ophiolite sequence, Subsequent

subduction formed the m1ange with the igneous crustal material in-

cluded. (2) The meta-igneous rocks may represent, at least in part,

island arc crust from an earlier subduction zone to the west. This

crust was emplaced with the formation of the mlange unit during a

more recent subduction event. (3) A transform fault could have been

active, juxtaposing continental crust with the oceanic margin.

Which of the above situations is most likely to have taken place

remains uncertain. However, the presence of an inter-arc basin is

more likely than a setting involving deep oceanic crust. In the former

case, recently formed crust within this marginal basin was
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metamorphosed soon after its formation. More silicic crust, which

is less susceptible to alteration, escaped extensive metamorphism.

The newly-formed crust migrated and, upon reaching the subduction

zone, fragments were uplifted and emplaced within the melange.

The origin of the granodiorite is uncertain. It lies west of and

separate from the large meta-igneous complex. Its metamorphism

was far lessintense than that of other meta-igneous rocks. Itmay

respresent one of the more silicic rocks described by Franklin (1975)

north of the thesis area. However, becauseits metamorphism is far

less intense than that of any of the rocks he described, it may be a

much more recent rock that was altered and emplaced after the other

meta-igneous rocks. Its initial crystallization and emplacement may

have taken place at the same time (34 ±1 m.y.) as the nearby granodi-

orite Squire Creek Stock.

Schistose Rocks

Introduction

Quartz-muscovite schist and blueschist crop out near the

tributary south of Decline Creek. These rocks are similar to schist-

ose rocks that are present within the Shuksan Schist. They appear to

have been tectonically emplaced in the same manner as other rocks

within the melange.



Quartz-muscovite Schist

Quartz-muscovite schist is present as tectonic fragments south

of Decline Creek near the 975 i-n elevation and the 1035 m elevation.

This schist is dark gray or dull green and weathers gray-brown or

green-brown. Scattered muscovite flakes are indicative of this rock

type. The rock is sheared and folded, and brecciated quartz and

albite masses are seen in hand specimen.

Major minerals include an average of 30 percent quartz, 40

percent albite, 25 percent muscovite, lesser amounts of chlorite,

hematite, and stilpnomelane, and, in one sample, 10 percent calcite.

Chlorite and muscovite form discontinuous layers. Stilpnomelane is

present as a fracture-filling mineral as are some of the calcite and

remobilized quartz and albite. The rock is typically fine- grained with

elongated minerals. In one sample preferred crystallographic and

twin orientation of calcite were analyzed with the intention of deter-

mining stress-field orientations. This analysis is described fully

under the melange structure section.

Blueschist

Blueschist is present as a sheared fragment at the 1100 m eleva-

tion along the tributary south of Decline Creek. It is in fault contact

with the surrounding phyllitic rock and is sheared parallel to that
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contact. In hand specimen the blueschist is a dark gray-green color.

Amphibole and albite are visible within the dark matrix; they are

slightly elongated and average 2 mm in length. The amphibole and

mica are in subparallel orientation but are not segregated, so the

foliation is rather indistinct.

Minerals that are present include 25 percent albite, 20 percent

glaucophane, 15 percent chlorite, 12 percent white mica, 10 percent

quartz, 10 percent calcite, and 7 percent clinozoisite. The glauco-

phane is commonly subhedral and elongated parallel to the C axis.

It is zoned with crossite in rims or fractures. This indicates that

deformation was, at least in part, synmetamorphic (Misch, 1969).

Albite forms relatively large porphyroblasts that are often cut by

calcite veinlets. Quartz is commonly microcrystalline and probably

of metamorphic origin. Minor leucoxene is present.



TERTIARY ROCKS

Dikes

Dikes of dacitic to gabbroic composition are abundant through-

out the mlange unit and near the southeast end of Gold Mountain (see

figure 53). Several dikes are also present near the northwest end of

Gold Mountain. All of the dikes cut across tectonic features but, at

some outcrops in the mlange unit, they lie parallel to the faulted

contacts. The dikes have an average strike of N. 10°W. and dip at

angles of 45° or more. Most are fine- grained and have diabasic or

intersertal textures, but one dacite or andesite dike with porphyritic

texture was found in SE* sec. 17, T. 32 N., R. 10 E. The dikes are

light to dark gray in color except for the porphyritic dike, which is

light green.

Thin section study was made of one basaltic dike. This rock

consists of 30 percent labradorite plagioclase laths (An52) averaging

1 mm across. Fine-grained quartz is present between the laths and

has apparently recrystallized from intersertal glass. It makes up

20 percent of the rock. Brown hornblende, 20 percent of the sample,

has largely been altered to sericite and chlorite. The remainder of

the rock is calcite, sericite, and minor chlorite.

These dikes are younger than all of the major rock units in the

thesis area and their regional metamorphism and deformation. The
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dikes are apparently related to Tertiary volcanism that occurred at

various localities in the North Cascades. They may have formed in

conjunction with the Eocene Barlow Pass Volcanics described by

Vance (1957).

Quartz Veins and Mineralization

The only locations where mineraliz3tion was recognized were

in the small granodiorite quarry in the m1ange unit and at the north-

west end of Gold Mountain. In the former location, extensive sericite

alteration has taken place along the numerous fractures. However,

pyrite is the only sulfide present, and it makes up less than one

percent of the rock.

Scattered quartz veins are present within the zone of contact

metamorphism in the Darrington Phyllite. These veins, most of

which are mineralized, are generally less than about 1 m wide and

consist of very fine-grained quartz. Pyrite is by far the most abun-

dant sulfide mineral and lesser amounts of galena and rare chalco-

pyrite are present. Several small gold prospects were found in S

sec. 18, T. 32 N., R. 9 E. Local residents reported gold and

cinnabar deposits in the area but the author was unable to find either

of these.

The veining and mineralization at the northwestern end of Gold

Mountain appear to be related in space and are probably related in
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time to the contact metamorphism of the phyllite. A small stock is

reported to be present in the Darrington Phyllite at this location,

and its intrusion probably caused the mineralization and metamorph-

ism (Thomas, personal communication, 1978). The intrusion may be

related to the Squire Creek granodiorite stock, which is exposed 7 km

west of Gold Mountain. According to Grant (1969), Vance has re-

ported the age of the Squire Creek stock based on K/Ar from biotite

at 34.3 ± 1 rn. y. No mutual contacts between the quartz veins and the

dikes were noticed. However, if the two stocks are related, then

the contact aureole, the veins, and the mineralization are younger

than the dikes.

Tufa Deposits

Two small deposits of fresh water tufa are present within the

m&lange unit in SW sec. 1, T. 31 N., R. 10 E. The tufa consists

of calcium carbonate that was precipitated from springs at these

locations. One of the deposits is exposed on a small logging road at

the 950 m elevation. The other deposit is exposed in a small quarry

near the Dan Creek fault. Fossil snails in this deposit are Pliocene

in age (Bostwick, 1977, personal communication). At that time, hot

water, rich in calcite and probably related in origin to nearby vol-

canoes, emerged along the fault. The calcite may have been dissolved

from an underground limestone body.



STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Introduction

General Description

The Gold Mountain area is structurally complex. Deformation

hasincluded the development of a melange and several episodes of

folding, thrust faulting, and strike-slip faulting. Major structures

within the thesis area include the east-dipping Shuksan thrust fault

and two strike-slip faults (figure 13). One of these lies along Dan

Creek and the lower end of Black Oak Creek. The other major fault

parallels the Sauk River ot the west side of Gold Mountain and extends

south of the thesis area along Burns Creek. A tearfault which offsets

the Shuksan thrust east of the thesis area parallels Decline Creek and

ends at the Dan Creek fault. Minor faults and shears are plentiful in

the area. Many of the faults are obscured by glacial debris, alluvium,

or forest cover; hence, their exact locations and sense of motion must

be inferred.

Major deformation took place within the Darrington Phyllite,

the Shuksan Schist, and the sedimentary mlange prior to movement

along the major faults and in conjunction with faulting. Deformation

within the Shuksan Schi.st was not studied in detail in the present thesis.

The reader is referred to Lawrence (1975) and Milnes (1977) for a
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complete discussion. Deformation within the phyllite consists mainly

of synmetamorphic and post-metamorphic folding. The tectonic activ-

ity is characterized by metamorphic differentiation, transposition of

bedding and foliations, and several folding episodes. The melange

unit was formed from brittle deformation, although weak metamorph-

ism and minor folding are represented. In most locations the mlange

rocks retain their original bedding and, except for some of the phyl-

litic rocks, it is generally not transposed as it is in the Darrington

Phyllite.

After initial deformation within the individual rock units took

place, the Shuksan Schist advanced over the mlange unit along the

Shuksan thrust fault. This probably occurred during Cretaceous time

(Misch, 1966), The F2 and F3 folding episodes in the Darrington

Phyllite and in the melange are probably related to motion along this

thrust fault. During Shuksan thrusting or shortly afterward, right

lateral motion occurred along the fault parallel to Decline Creek.

This was followed by strike-slip motion along the Dan Creek fault.

Faulting west of Gold Mountain along the Sauk River probably took

place contemporaneously with activity on the Dan Creek fault.

Methods and Nomenclature Used

Orientations of structural features were measured in the field

using a Brunton compass (Appendices C and D) and in the laboratory
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on oriented hand samples (Appendices A and B). Characteristics of

micro-structural features were observed using thin sections from the

oriented samples. Data for the Darrington Phyllite and for the

mlange unit were tabulated separately, and further broken down into

subdomains. Subdomains having structural similarities were then

combined into larger domains. The data were plotted on stereonet

diagrams which were then countoured using the free.-counter method

(Turner and Weiss, 1963). The size of the counting circle was

determined using the method suggested by Starkey (1977). Interpre-

tations were based on the characteristics and orientations of different

deformation episodes within each domain andon variations between

adjacent domains.

The nomenclature used is as follows. S represents planar

surfaces; F represents fold and deformation episodes and corres-

ponding axes; and L represents any linear feature. Subscripts desig-

nate the sequence of deformation. S is reserved exclusively for

bedding or a surface that is reliably interpreted to be bedding. S1 is

the earliest visible post-bedding foliation and F1 represents the

earliest visible fold axis. Subsequent features have higher subscripts.

Using this convention, for any i > 0, S. is folded about an F..+ 1

axis. S+1 is the corresponding axial plane for the F.+l folding epi-

sode. For example, bedding planes, S0, are folded about F1 fold

axes, and the resulting axial plane is S1. S1 and F1 may be refolded



by F2 with the possibility of subsequent folding episodes similarly

affecting earlier foliation surfaces. Becauseof a large number of

folding episodes, an earlier foliation surface may be so obscured

as to be entirely unrecognizable.

Darrington Phyllite

Introduction

The Darrington Phyllite has undergone four folding episodes.

F1 is characterized by tight rootless intrafolial folds and was formed

at the time of initial metamorphism. It has folded the original

bedding surface. Axial planes to F1 constitute the main foliation

surface, S1, which is a compositional layering or a surface defined

by the alignment of platy minerals. F2 and F3 are coaxial or nearly

coaxial and have folded the main foliation. In addition, the F3 episode

has folded S2 axial planes (see figure 14). The first three folding

episodes are readily visible on the outcrop scale. However, one or

two of these are commonly absent from individual outcrops, and only

F2and F3 can be easily measured. The fourth episode consists of

larger, nearly vertical folds. It is visible in certain outcrops and

its orientation can be calculated using outcrop data from many loca-

tions. Structural trends in Gold Mountain are gently warped because

of F4 deformation. Major faults are uncommon within the phyllite
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on Gold Mountain; however, several small shear zones were observed

and minute shears parallel to axial planes of folds are common.

Fording varies from outcrop to outcrop in intensity and in the

number of episodes represented. This leads to difficulties in deter-

mining the deformational history of the phyllite and to problems in

discerning large folds in outcrop. Another complicating factor is the

transposition of earlier planar features by strain-slip cleavage from

later folding episodes. This gives a disrupted appearance to many of

the rocks and leads to difficulties in tracing a single foliation through

an outcrop or hand specimen. Also, the F2 and F3 fold episodes are

very similar in their styles and orientations. Finally, contact meta-

morphic effects have overprinted and obscured deformation features

at the western end of the thesis area.

Several techniques were used in deciphering the deformational

history of the phyllites and in minimizing the effects mentioned above.

Field work included measurements of planar and linear features in-

cluding compositional layering or phyllitic schistosity, axial planes

to folds, and fold axes. These same features were measured in detail

on laboratory samples with the aid of freshly cut surfaces. Thin

sections were made from selected hand specimens and these were

used as an aid in determining deformational history. Optic axes of

quartz were measured in some thin sections as an aid to interpreting

phyllite deformation.
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Data from most individual outcrops and from each hand sample

(Appendices A and C) were plotted using an equal area stereonet.

These data include poles to the
$1

foliation, poles to axial planes of

folds, and fold axes. The results were combined, tabulated, and

plotted for one square mile sections. By comparing data from proxi-

mally located samples and outcrops, a deformational history was

determined for each of 20 subdomains (e. g., figure 14). Regional

characteristics and trends were determined by further combining and

comparing data from adjacent sections (or parts of sections) where

deformation styles were similar. Locations of the resulting six

domains are shown in figure 15. Figures 16 through 33 are contour

diagrams showing poles to Si, poles to axial planes of folds, and

fold axes for each of the structural domains. Figure 40 summarizes

the structural data for each domain. These domains are not bounded

by faults or other structural discontinuities but, instead, are charac-

terized by similar orientations of linear and planar features.

Features Associated with Each Episode

Development of Phyllitic Schistosity and F1 Folding. The S1

foliation in the Darrington Phyllite is a compositional layering com-

prising alternating light-colored quartz-albite and darker graphite-

mica layers. Platy minerals in the darker layers are aligned parallel

to S1. This foliation is generally not equivalent to original bedding,
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Lsch istosity j axial planes 0 fold axes

Figure 14. Data from 3 phyllite outcrops. Sec 33, 1'. 32N. R.1OE. (Domain II).



Figure 15. Location map of strucwi1 domains within the Darrington Phyllite.
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Figure 16. Domain I poles to S1. Contour intervals 0. 5%, 1%, 2%, 4Vo/1% area.
55 points.
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Figure 17. Domain I poles to axial planes of folds. Contour intervals of 0.5%, l%,
2%, 4%/1% area. 83 points.
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Figure 18. Domain I fold axes. Contour intervals of i, 2%, 4%, 8%/1% area. 52 points.
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Figure 19. Domain Ilpoles to S1. Contour intervals of j%, 2b/, 49//1% area. 42 points.
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Figure 20. Domain II poles to axial planes of folds. Contour intervals 1%, 2%, 4%, 8%! 1%
area. 29 points.



Figure 21. DonainiI o1d axes. Contour intervals of 19's, 2, 4, 89, 12/1, area.
25 points.
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Figure 22. DomainTfl poles to S1. Contour intervals of 0. 5, 1, 2Y0, 4%/W0 area.
118 points.
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Figure 23. Domain Ifl poles to axial planes. Contour intervals of 1%, 2%, 4%/1% area.
67 points.
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Figure 2,4, Domain III fold axes, Contour intetvals of 19/a, 2%, 49/s, 8%/ 1% area.
75 points.
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Figure 25. Domain IV poles to S1. Contour intervals of 1%, 2, 4, 8%/1Y0 area.
42 points.
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Figure 26. Domain lv poles to axial planes of olds. Contour intervals of 1, 2%,
4%! 1% area. 31 points.
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Figure 27. Domain IV fold axes. Coitour intervals O.5, 1, 29, 4, 8%/19 area.
36 points.
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Pigure 28. Domain V poles to phyllitic schistosity. Contour intervals 0. S, W0, 2%,
4%! 1% area. 107 po3nts.
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Figure 29. Domain V poles to axial planes of folds. Contour intervals 0. 1%,

2%, 4%/1% area. 62 points.
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Figure 30. Domain V fold axes. Contour intervals 0. 19, 2, 4/ 19 area.
153 points.
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Figure 31. Doniain VI poles to Cortour irterva1s 1, 2%, 4%/1% area.
20 points.
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Figure 32. Doinair VI, poles to axial planes. Contour interva]s 19, 2, 4/ i area.
94 points.
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Figure 33. Domain VI fold axes. Contour intervals 1%, 2%, 8%! 1% area.
46 points.
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although, in some rocks, fragments of transposed bedding are visible

and these trend parallel to the main foliation (see figure 3). Thus,

S1 has developed by transposition of bedding parallel to axial planes

of folds during metamorphism.

All stages in the development of S are represented. In NW*

sec. 4, T. 31 N., R. 10 E., original bedding is present with no

indication of S1 formation (figure 4). Approximately one kilometer

from this location, in SW sec. 34, T. 32 N., R. 10 E., the incipient

stages of S development can be seen in thin section. Detrital grains

and bedding are present, but the bedding is very tightly folded.

Strain-slip cleavage has developed along the axial planes of these

crenulations (figure 34). Micaceous minerals are aligned along the

strain-slip cleavage surfaces, and the regions between these surfaces

have remained quartz-rich and relatively leucocratic. This composi-

tional layering marks the S1 foliation. Metamorphic differentiation,

caused by greater amounts of movement and heating, such as occurred

within the zones of higher grade metamorphism, has enhanced the

compositional layering. In these zones micaceous minerals become

inczeasingly sericitic and detrital quartz grains are recrystallized.

The rocks that underwent the greatest degree of metamorphism have

the thickest compositional layering, locally up to 1 cm thick.

The F1 folding episode is well represented throughout the

Darrington Phyllite. It is characterized by tight rootless intrafolial
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folds, with wavelengths ranging from about 5 mm to 2 cm. Because

only the rootless noses of folds or their limbs are generally visible,

amplitudes are difficult to measure. They are esti.matedto be 5 cm

or longer, based on outcrop and hand specimen observations. The

nature of these folds indicates that they were formed during meta-

morphism. F1 deformation has folded and transposed bedding, S0.

Axial planes of the F1 folds constitute the S foliation described above,

and this foliation lies parallel to the transposed S0.

A weak foliation is present within the greenschist layers of the

Darrington Phyllite. This foliation is defined by alternating mica-

rich and quartz-albite layers and lies parallel to aligned micaceous

minerals. It is believed to be equivalent to S1 in the phyllites and to

have formed in a similar manner.

Characteristics of Later Folding Episodes, Additional folding

activity took place some time after the original metamorphism and

F1 folding. This folding involved two similar but distinct episodes

which probably took plac,e within a short time interval. F2 and F3

folding are coaxial or nearly coaxial, trend north to northwest, and

are subhorizontal (see figure 14). They have been related to westward

movement along the Shuksan thrust fault (Misch, 1966 and Mimes,

1977). The stress orientations that caused the folding are the same

as those that could have enabled motion along the Shuksan thrust fault.

F2 folding is disharmonic and is expressed in a number of
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different styles. Small crenulations with or without associated

strain-slip cleavage are visible in some thin sections. In many out-

crops, F2 folds are rather large, with amplitudes of 30 cm and wave-

lengths of nearly one meter. Elsewhere, F2 is represented by kink

folds or by tight small-scale folds. F2 folds measured in the field

commonly have amplitudes of from 4 to 15 cm and wavelengths of from

4 to 30 cm. The small tight folds and some of the larger folds have

a characteristic strain-slip cleavage. This cleavage, which parallels

the axial planes of F2 folds, is classified as S2. Where the cleavage

is present, the S1 foliation has been displaced along S2. This gives a

very disrupted appearance to the phyllites (see figure 35). Elsewhere,

5
has been transposed parallel to

S
axial planes, and has become

the locally dominant foliation. Nevertheless, in most outcrops, the

phyllitic schistosity of S is still visible and can be measured.

As is true for the F2 folds, a wide range of fold sizes is repre-

sented by the F3 folding episode. Folds can be as small as crenula-

tions of a few millimeters and as large as a meter in wavelength.

The axial planes are, in some rocks, represented by a strain-slip

cleavage which has locally become a rather large shear plane.

Abundant lineations are present on S1 foliation surfaces; these are

the axes of tight crenulations, and in most cases they have developed

as a result of F3 folding. Multiple crossing lineations are present

in a number of samples. The older lineations are believed to



Figure 34. S1 foliation as compositional layering parallel to axial
planes of F1. Bedding is visible at an angle to S1.
Thin section is 3. 5 cm long. Top of Gold Mountain.
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Figure 35. Severely contorted S1 foliation. S1 has been transposed
by subsequent folding. Thin section is 2. 8 cm long.
SW sec. 30, T. 32 N., R. 10 E.
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represent F2and locally, F1 folding episodes. Minor crenulations

associated with larger folds are also common. Figure 37 shows a

small F2 fold with superimposed F3 crenulations.

Thin section studies of small F2 and F3 folds show several

characteristics that are not usually visible in outcrop. First of all,

the small crenulations are subparallel to the axial planes of larger

folds; they are related to the associated folding episode. Secondly,

micaceous grains appear to have been folded and fractured during

folding; they have not been subsequently annealed. This indicates that,

unlike F1 folding, F2 and F3 folds are clearly post-metamorphic.

Nevertheless, elevated temperatures were present at the time of

each folding episode or shortly thereafter. Quartz was remobilized

and filled fractures parallel to axial planes or parallel to the S1 folia-

tion. Some of these quartz veinlets or lenses have been refolded by

later folds. This feature is visible in thin sections and in outcrops.

Figure 38 shows that, in this outcrop, quartz was emplaced twice,

before and after the folding.

Characteristics of F2 and F3 folds within the greenschist layers

are distinct from those in the phyllites. F2 and F3 folds are not

visible on the scale of a single outcrop. However, adjacent phyllite

layers have been folded and the folding extends across contacts into

the greenschist; but it diminishes rapidly within the greenschist layer.

The greenschist may be folded on a larger scale but this could not be



Figure 36. Well developed phyllitic schistosity (S2?). Remnants of
an earlier (S1?) foliation are present as noses of small
folds. Thin section is 2. 7 cm long. NE sec. 24, T.
32 N., R. 9 E.

Figure 37. F2 fold with F3 crenulations. Thin section is 3.2 cm
long. Top of Gold Mountain.
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Figure 38. Darrington Phyllite with folded quartz veinlets. Veinlets
were emplaced and folded at different times. 590 m
elevation south of Dan Creek, Scale on photograph s
9 cm.
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determined with certainty because of the lack of outcrop continuity.

The phyllite foliation is commonly parallel to its contact with green-

s chi. st.

F4 folds are very large, having wavelengths of several meters

or more. Their axes are generally not visible in outcrop, but where

they can be seen they are subvertical. Usually, F4 fold orientations

must be determined using field data from several outcrops. F4 folds

are mostly visible near Dan Creek on the northeastern slope of Gold

Mourtain and on the southwestern slope of Gold Mountain near the

Sauk River. Elsewhere, evidence for F4 folding can only be obtained

by interpreting other data. In the latter areas, particularly near the

top of Gold Mountain, F4 is characterized by very large folds of

about 100 m in wavelength and by a gentle warping of structural trends.

Interaction of Episodes

Orientations of F1 fold aes could be determined in only a few

outcrops and hand samples. Where they could be measured F1 fold

axes plunge steeply to the north or west. However, not enough axes

were measured for a general statement to be made about F1 orienta-

tions. In contrast, S1 orientations could be measured in all outcrops

and hand specimens. These data, coupled with measurements of

later fold axes and axial planes, provide valuable information about

the phyllite deformation history.
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F2 and F3 fold axes are coaxial or nearly coaxial. Because of

similarities in folding styles and their coaxial nature, it was impos-

sible in most cases to distinguish between the two episodes. Figure 14

shows poles to phyllitic schistosity (S1), F2 and F3 fold axes, and

poles to S2 and S3 axial planes for a single square mile section. S1

has been folded about the coaxial F2 and F3 axes. S2 axial planes

have also been folded about F3 fold axes. Where they could be dis-

tinguished from S2, S3 axial planes are more nearly vertical. This

probably accounts for the concentration of poles to subvertical axial

planes shown in figure 14. The slight spread in features near the

perimeter of the stereonet diagram is attributed to subvertical F4

folding, which is discussed below.

Throughout the Darrington Phyllite on Gold Mountain, deforma-

tion was similar to that shown in figure 14, although orientations vary

somewhat among the domains. Figures 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, and 33

show orientations of F2 and F3 fold axes in each of the six domains.

These fold axes commonly trend N. 30°W., but the trend is variable

among outcrops andamong the domains. In Domain V, near the

northwest end of Gold Mountain, fold axes trend nearly north-south

(figure 33). In Domain I (figure 18) the trend isapproximately N. 20°

W. In Domain II (figure 21) axes trend approximately S. 65°E. In

Domain III (figure 24) the trend becomes more nearly north-south.

This variation in trend among the domains is attributed to subvertical
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F4 folding, as is the substantial variation within domains IV and V.

Poles to phyllitic schistosity, S1, are shown in figures 16, 19,

22, 25, 28, and 31. These diagrams show that the strike of the S1

foliation is subparallel to the trend of corresponding F2 and F3 fold

axes and that S1 has been folded about these axes. The foliation dips

steeply to theeast or west. The slight variation in the trend of poles

within domains has resulted from subvertical F4 folding.

Poles to S2 and S3 axial planes are shown in figures 17, 20, 23,

26, 29, and 32. The axial planes strike north-northwest, subparallel

to the trend of fold axes, and have a wide range of dips. In most of

the stereonet diagrams a concentration of poLes lies near the perirne-

ter of the figure. This concentration represents nearly vertical axial

planes, most of which are S3 planes related to the F3 folding episode.

As with the fold axes and, to a lesser extent, the phyllitic schistosity,

axial plane orientations have been folded about asubvertical F4 axis.

This accounts for the spread of poles about the perimeter of the

stereonet diagrams.

A crossed girdle fabric that is especially visible in the axial

plane diagrams has developed in the foliations. This fabric can best

be explained as a result of F4 folding. The orientation of F4 axes

can be determined from the intersection of girdles containing poles

to phyllitic schistosity and poles to axial planes. Figure 39 illustrates

a procedure that can be used in determining the FA orientation.
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Figure 39. F4 fold axis orientation calculated froni earlier fold data.

+ Poles to S1 A = 11-i16-8A

u Poles to
2

and S3 B = 11-116-88

C = 11-114.-2

D = 11-114-3
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Points A, B, C, and D represent poles to S1, S2, and S3 of three

outcrops in Domain [I. A and B represent different portions of a

single large outcrop. Great circles drawn through the trends of the

points intersect at a single subvertical axis. This is the F4 fold axis

for this portion of the Darrington Phyllite. The wavelength of these

folds is probably about 100 m or less, which is the approximate dis-

tance between outcrops 11-114-2 and 11-114-3. Outcrop 11-116-8 is

more than 1 km south of the first two and contains a large portion of

a single F4 fold.

Diagrams of fold axes (figures 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, and 33) show

that F2 and F3 fold axes have been folded about the F4 axis. This

refolding is strongest in domains IV and V, although it is present in

the other domains as well (see figure 40). Domains IV and V parallel

the Sauk River near Darrington and Dan Creek respectively. In con-

trast to the central portion of Gold Mountain, folding in these domains

is very complex. Much of this complexity can be attributed to the

presence of numerous F4 folds superimposed on earlier folding epi-

sodes. F4 folds are visible in outcrops in domains IV and V, but

elsewhere the F4 wavelengths are too long tobe seen in outcrop.

That F4 folding is intense along the Sauk River west of Gold

Mount3in and near Dan Creek suggests that these folds are concurrent

with fault activity that occurred here after F2 and F3 folding. The

near vertical orientations of fold axes are compatiblewith strike-slip



Figure 40. Summary of Darrington Phyllite folding. Large dots represent
fold axes and lines are girdles of poles to S-surfaces.
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movement along these faults, if it is assumed that the intermediate

stress is parallel to fold axes. 1-lowever, the lack of axial plane

measurements renders the determination of the exact stress field

difficult. In contrast, F2 and F3 folds have nearly horizontal north-

south axes and axial planes to F3 folds are generally vertical. This

is compatible with east-west compression. These earlier folding

episodes probably took place in conjunction with thrusting along the

Shuksan fault.

Quartz Fabric Analysis

Thin sections from 5 samples were analyzed on a 4 axis uni-

versal stage in order to determine crystallographic preferred orienta-

tions of quartz. Stereonet plots were made of the quartz c-axes from

each of these thin sections. Only one thin section, 11-100-17, exhib-

ited a distinct orientation pattern (figure 41); the others gave nearly

random distributions (Appendix E). Preferred c axis orientations

have been created experimentally (Griggs et al., 1970 and Tullis et al.,

1973). These patterns show that lies parallel to a single maximum

for low temperatures, high strain rates, and axial deformation. At

higher temperatures or slower strain rates a small-circle of c axes

forms about It is important to note that these patterns have been

created using axial compression or extension. Sample 11-100-17 was

taken from Domain V, and the thin section was cut normal to the fold
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axis of an F2 fold. The fold axis and axial plane orientations are

shown in Figure 41; the axis has a trend of S. 84°W. and plunges 20.

Apparently this rock has been refolded about F4. The dominant pat-

tern for this sample is a girdle of quartz c-axes, and the pole to the

girdle lies parallel to the fold axis.

Griggs etal. (1970) have experimentally created a pattern simi-

lar to that shown in figure 41. Their pattern formed under a condition

of uniaxial extension, with the pole to the girdle parallel to the direc-

tion of extension. Apparently, the least principal stress that was

present when the quartz in sample 11-100-17 recrystallized was

parallel to the fold axis. The girdle of c-axes developed in response

to nearly equal values of o- and o- However, from figure 41, it

appears that o
1

was slightly greater than o-
2

and had a sub-horizontal

orientation. If the sample is rotated back to its pre-F4 orientation

(axis approximately N. 30°W.), then
1

would be compatible with

the stress field that enabled Shuksan thrusting. This stress system

could have caused the fold to form, even though a- lies parallel to

the fold axis (Lawrence, 1978, personal communication). Buckling

caused by F2 deformation coupled with stress from the weight of

verlying rocks could have enabled the fold axis to form parallel to

the horizontal a- orientation.

An alternative explanation is that the preferred orientation of

quartz c-axes developed under the stress field that caused F4 folding
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Figure 41. Quartz c-axes Darrington Phyllite. Sample lllOO-l7.
NE 1/4, sec. 28, T.32N., P. 1OE. Contour intervals 0.5%,
1. 5%, 3%, 1.5%, 6%/1% area. 152 points.
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and strike- slip motion along the Dan Creek Fault. By this explana-

tion, the preferred orientation of c-axes bears no genetic relation-

ship to the fold. Instead, quartz grains recrystallized as a result of

locally elevated temperatures at the time of strike- slip motion along

the Dan Creek fault. The proximity of sample 11-100-17 to the fault

trace lends additional support to this explanation. Possibly, quartz

c-axis orientations created by the F4 stress field were superimposed

on a fabric created during F2 deformation.

Other samples from the Darrington Phyllite exhibited nearly

random patterns of c-axis orientations. Sample 11-100-17 is rela-

tively coarse- grained and lies close to the Dan Creek fault, whereas

most of the other samples were taken far from Dan Creek, have very

fine quartz grains with diffuse boundaries, and are commonly graphite-

rich. It is possible that the random patterns of the fine-grained

sanples are the result of annealing that took place at the time of

motion along the Dan Creek fault. However, one of the samples with

a random pattern was also taken from the vicinity of Dan Creek. An

alternative explanation for the random patterns is that the finer grains

could have responded to the prevailing stress-field by a grain boundary

slip mechanism, especially where abundant intergranular graphite

is present (Lawrence, 1978 personal communication). Sample

11-100-17 is relatively coarse-grained and has clearly recrystallized.

In light of the textural, petrographic, and location factors, it appears
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that the preferred quartz fabric of sample 11-100-17 resulted during

recrystallization, and in the finer - grained samples, grain- boundary

sliding was operative.

Structure of the Mlane Unit

Introduction

Hsa (1968) has defined a mêl.ange as a mappable body of

deformed rocks characterized by the inclusion of tectonic-
ally mixed fragments or blocks, which may range up to
several miles long, in a pervasively sheared, fine-grained,
and commonly pelitic matrix. Each m1ange includes
both exotic and native blocks and a matrix.

The m1ange unit in the thesis area fits these criteria. Sandstones,

conglomerates, marbles, meta-igneous rocks, and metamorphic rocks

have behaved as competent blocks within a sheared matrix of shales,

siltstones, and phyllites. The sedimentary rocks constitute the native

blocks and metamorphic and meta-igneous rocks are the exotic blocks.

The formation of the m1ange unit included the fracturing and

displacement of portions of sedimentary rock units. The resulting

competent blocks were rotated and the surrounding pelitic matrix

was tightly folded and sheared. Subsequent deformation created

additional folds in the pelitic matrix. The later episodes can be

correlated with F2 and F3 folds in the Darrington Phyllite and the

Shuksan Schist.
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In connection with the study of the m1ange un.it bedding, folia-

tions, and lineations were measured in the field and in the laboratory.

Much additional data was provided by Lawrence (197, personal corn-

munication). The melange unit was divided into seven subdomains

in order to assess regional differences and tendsin melange defor-

mation. No significant differences were xioticed among the subdomains

except in the area north of Decline Creek, which lies north of a right

lateral strike-slip fault (see plate 1 and figure 13). In this location,

foliatiqns in the pelitic matrix generally dip to the southwest, whereas

in other subdomains, the dip angle varies considerably. Orientations

of other features, bedding, fold axes, and axial planes of folds, show

no significant variations among the subdomains. Data for these fea-

tures from the entire rnlange unit were combined and plotted on

stereonet diagrams (figures 42, 45, and 46). Foliation data for the

fine-grained matrix was plotted separately for the domains north and

south of the Decline Creek fault (figures 43 and 44).

In addition to observations made in the field and on hand speci-

mens in the laboratory, oriented thin sections were examined in order

to determine the microscopic character of the structures. Difficulties

in making field measurements and in interpreting results are attributed

to (1) original bedding that was often difficult to detect due to extensive

shearing, (2) the nature of melange deformation including the differen-

tial responses of various rock units to the prevailing stress fields, and



Figure 42. Poles to bedding planes in melange unit.
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Figure 43. Poles to S1 foliation south of Decline Creek. Contour intervals D/0, 2,
43/i area. 85 points.
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Figure 44. Poles to S1 foliation north of Decline Creek. Contcur intervals 1%, 2%,
4%, 8%/1% area. 66 points.
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Figure 45. Fold axes in the ni1ange unit. Contour intervals of 0. 5V0, 1%, 2%, 49'/ 1%
area. 113 points.
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Figure 46. Poles to axial planes of late stage folds in the xnlange unit. Contour
intervals O.S, 1, 2'o, 4// l/ area. 58 points.
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(3) difficulties in distinguishing the various folding episodes.

Formation of the M1ange

The sedimentary melange unit is characterized by blocks and

lenses of limestone, conglomerate, sandstone, pelitic rocks, meta-

morphic rocks, and meta-.igneous rocks in a sheared pelitic matrix.

The blocks have generally undergone much less folding and shearing

than the surrounding matrix. Original bedding can be detected and

measured in the field in many of the larger blocks, in only some of

the smaller blocks, and rarely in the sheared matrix.

Figure 42 is a plot of poles to original bedding in the large

intact blocks. Bedding planes strike northwest and dip at all possible

angles. Very little folding was observed within the blocks (with

notable exceptions, e. g., figure 8), so the range of bedding orienta-

tions is believed to be caused by rotation of the blocks within the

matrix. This process led to the development of folds within the

competent blocks and created the lensoidal shape of the blocks. The

blocks are locally brecciated and their margins are generally sheared.

Foliation in the fine-grained matrix lies parallel to contacts with the

competent blocks (see figure 11), and this is believed to be the result

of intense flattening that occurred during rotation of the blocks.

A distinct foliation has developed in most of the rnlange rocks,

within the intact blocks and in the matrix. The character of this
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foliation depends on the host rock. Stretched pebbles and stretched

sand grains lie parallel to platy minerals in some of the competent

blocks. Where it could be determined, the foliation in these rocks

lies at low angles to bedding. In some of the fine-grained rocks, a

fissility is parallel to bedding. A well-developed cleavage, which

locally grades into a phyllitic schistosity, is present within the pelitic

matrix. This cleavage is commonly parallel to the axial planes of

small F1 folds and crenulations (figures 47 and 48). It probably

developed shortly after the competent blocks were emplaced and is

probably related to the same general stress field.

It was difficult to distinguish F1 and F2 fold axes with certainty.

However, where they were distinguished, F1 trends nearly northwest

and F2 trends approximately north-northwest. Nevertheless, there

is a considerable variation in trends among these fold axes. F1

folds are generally tight and small in the pelitic matrix (figures 47

and 48). They are relatively broad and shallow where present in the

competent blocks (figure 8) but are rarely visible there. Where F1

is present, the dominant cleavage, S1, is an axial plane cleavage.

Later Folding of the Melange

The cleavage and phyllitic schistosity are plotted in figures

43 and 44. These features appear to have been folded about north-

northwest trending axes (see figure 45). F2 fold axes that were



Figure 47. Melange phyllite showing crenulation cleavage. Thin
section is 3. 6 ci lorg . East of Dan Creek near
Decline Creek.

;. ..

Figure 48, Sheared and folded melange phyllite. Thin section is
3.2 cm long. NE sec. 12, T. 31 N., R. 10 E.
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measured in the field and in the laboratory have this general trend.

F2 deformation has folded the cleavage of the pelitic matrix into

tight to gentle folds. In many cases, crenulations are visible and

their axes form lineations which cut across earlier folds. Field

measurements show that these fold axes trend approximately north-

northwest and plunge at low angles. However, the trend is extremely

variable and the variability may be the result of folding about a ver-

tical F4 axi.

Although they show considerable scatter, axial planes of F2

folds (S2) appear to have been refolded coaxially (figure 46). From

this information, it becomes apparent that F2 and F3 correlate with

the same folding episodes in the Darrington Phyllite. Apparently,

these rock units were proximal at or prior to the time of F2 and F3

deformation; that is, both units were subjected to approximately the

same stress field that caused the Shuksan thrust faulting. If the

units were together, then F4 deformation within the phyllites should

also be represented in the melange unit. The wide spread of fold

axes about the perimeter of figure 45 indicates that they have been

refolded about a vertical axis. Axial planes and other foliations

should also be folded about F4, but this is difficult to determine from

the stereonets. All earlier features may have undergone F4 deforma-

tion, but the disrupted nature of the melange, the scarcity of axial

plane data, and the complete lack of visible F4 folds in outcrop



make the demonstration of this folding episode ambiguous.

Calcite Fabric Analysis

One marble sample from NE sec. 1, T. 31 N., R. 10 E. and

a calcite bearing quartz-muscovite schist sample from near Decline

Creek were subjected to petrofabric analysis. In order to calculate

the prevailing stress fields, calcite c-axis and twin-plane orientations

were measured on a 4 axis universal stage. According to Turner and

Weiss (1963), twin gliding takes place along the plane and is experi-

mentally demonstrated to be a mechanically induced phenomenon.

By measuring the orientation of the c-axis and twin plane, the maxi-

mum compressive stress direction (r i
that would probably cause

the given orientations can be determined.

The prevailing stress directions, calculated from 50 calcite

grains in the schist, are shown in figure 49. Unfortunately, the data

obtained from this thin section are somewhat ambiguous. o direc-

tions generally trend north-northeast, and a- orientations have a

weak northwesterly trend. The data do not correspond with nearby

faults and cannot be related to the foliation within the chist. One

possible interpretation is that a-
1

is related to compression during

the formation of the mlange and that
a-

was apprcximately horizontal

at this time.

In contrast to the schist, the marble sample has too strong a
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Figure 49 Stress orientations calculated from calcite in quartz-muscovite schist.
Solid circles are cr directions. Sqaares are a orientations. South
of Decline Creek.
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c-axis preferred orientation for a meaningful analysis of twinning.

The dominant deformation style in these calcite grains was probably

due to grain-flattening by mechanical twinning and glide. During the

development of such a fabric, calcite c-axes become concentrated

parallel to the prevailing maximum stress direction or form a small

circle about that direction. On this basis, the direction of °
1

for

the marble is approximately northeast-southwest (figure 50). This

is close to perpendicular to F1, F2, and F3 fold axes and normal to

S3 axial planes determined using field data and hand samples. Appar-

ently, this calcite fabric was created during one of the main folding

periods and was not significantly affected by any later activity.

Relationship Between the Melange Unit and the
Darrington Phyllite

Similarities between the rock types and structures of the

Darrington Phyllite and the melange unit raise the possibility that

these two rock units are members of a single larger unit. Pelitic

sediments dominate both units, and pelites rich in organic carbon are

abundant. Conglomerates, sandstones, and (meta-) volcanic rocks

are present within the phyllite and the mlange unit. The styles of

deformation are similar, especially in the F2 and F3 folds, and the

development of phyllitic schistosity and cleavage appears to have been

similar in both units.
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Figure 50. Preferred orientations of 100 calcite c-axes in marble. Contour intervals
1%, 2%, 4%/1% area. NE 1/4 sec. i,T. 31 N., R. 1OE.
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On the other hand, there are important differences between the

two units. Meta-igneous rocks are present throughout the m'elange

unit and, except for rare interlayered greenschist and rocks along

faulted margins, they are not present within the Darrington Phyllite.

Coarse-grained sedimentary rocks are rare, marbles are absent,

and carbon.rich pelitic meta- sedimentary rocks are more abundant

in the phyllite unit. Also, the metamorphic grade of the Darrington

Phyllite is generally higher than the melange unit. Finally, there is

no firm evidence for the presence of tectonically emplaced blocks in

the Darrington Phyllite; however the shape and contacts of the blocks

may have become obscure as a result of subsequent deformation and

metamorphism.

It is entirely possible that the two units are in part correlative.

If this is true, corresponding sediments were deposited under some-

what different conditions. Deposition of Darrington Phyllite sediments

probably took place in a more sheltered and quiet environment than

deposition of the coarser-grained mlange sediments. The source

area for the phyllite sediments was tectonically less active and prob-

ably at a greater distance from the site of deposition than the source

for the melange sediments. Whether the different conditions were

separated in time or space cannot be determined from the present

data. Another possibility, considering the long time span of mlange

deposition, is that the Darrington Phyllite is related to only a
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fine-grained part of the m1ange. During and after deposition,

deformation was more cataclastic in the mlange unit. As a result

of a slower subduction rate, phyllite deformation was more ductile.

Deeper burial of the Darrington Phyllite created the higher meta-

morphic grade. If the Darrington Phyllite was deposited in a back-

arc environment, then the direction of subduction must have reversed

prior to m1ange development. Emplacement of the two units in their

present relative positions resulted from subsequent faulting.

Faulting

Four major faults and several minor ones are present in the

thesis area (see figure 13 and plate 1). The major faults include the

Shuksan thrust fault and strike-slip faults along Decline Creek,

Dan Creek, and the Sauk River at the western edge of the thesis

area. Westward thrust motion along the Shuksan fault took place

prior to other faulting in the area. During or after the Shuksan

thrusting right lateral motion took place along the Decline Creek

strike-slip fault. This was followed by strike-slip motion along

Dan Creek and at the western margin of the thesis area.

The Shuksan thrust fault rests on the sedimentary mlange

unit and is overlain, by the Shuksan Schist. The fault dips gently

to the east and thrust motion was directed toward the west. A thin

layer of phyllite rests on the sole of the thrust and separates it from
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greenschist. This layer probably acted as a lubricant enabling

movement to take place. Misch (1966) placed the age of the Shuksan

thrust in the Cretaceous. He based his interpretation on mid-Cretace-

ous whole-rock ages for phyllites, which he believes reflect the post-

metamorphic thrusting, and on the fault overriding the Upper Jurassic

Nooksack Group near Mt. Baker.

Vance (1957) and Misch (1966) have mapped an eroded Shuksan

thrust fault as overlying the melange unit and descending in the vicin-

ity of Dan Creek. According to their interpretation, the fault dips

westward under Gold Mountain and the Darrington Phyllite overlies

the melange unit above the thrust (figure 51). They have held that

the melange rocks exposed in the thesis area actually lie in a half

window in the Shuksan thrust. However, this arrangement is geo-

metrically improbable. The thrust fault would have to be folded

downward to the west very steeply and, because the trace of the Dan

Creekfault is incompatible with a west-dipping thrust fault, the folding

visualized by Vance and Misch is unlikely. East of the thesis area,

right lateral displacement on the Decline Creek strike- slip fault offsets

the Shuksan fault by several kilometers. That fault, in turn, is

terminated by the Dan Creek fault. Therefore, the Dan Creek fault

must have moved later than the Shuksan thrust and cannot be part of it.

A more plausible explanation for the Dan Creek fault is that it

is either (1) a thrust fault with the same orientation and sense of
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motion as the Shuksan thrust or (2) a strike-slip fault. On the basis

of F4 fold data from Gold Mountain, it appears that the most recent

motion is strike-slip. The very straight trace of the fault also sup-

ports a strike-slip interpretation. However, an earlier episode of

thrusting is feasible and is compatible with F2 and F3 fold data.

Motion on the Dan Creek fault appears to have been right lateral,

based on one interpretation of the preferred orientation of quartz

c-axes. Furthermore, the Straight Creek fault, which is probably

related to the Dan Creek fault, has right lateral separation.

On the basis of F4 folding intensity, the fault west of the field

area is also interpreted to be a strike-slip fault. It cannot be traced

north of the thesis area and may terminate a short distance north of

Darrington. Vance and Dungan (1977) have mapped a fault parallel

to Burns Creek south of the Sauk River. This fault juxtaposes the

Jumbo Mountain diabase-gabbro complex with a serpentinite melange.

In the thesis area, fragments of what are believed to be Jumbo Moun-

tain rocks lie west of the Darrington Phyllite. The strike-slip fault

along the Sauk River is splayed so that phyllites are emplaced between

fragments of the meta-igneous rocks. Because they are in alignment,

the fault mapped by Vance and Dungan along Burns Creek appears to

be continuous with the Sauk River fault.

A number of smaller faults are present within the mlange unit.

These are steeply dipping normal or reverse faults and shear zones.
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Displacement is generally small orindeterminate. Most of the faults

trend northeast. Many lineaments are visible in aerial photographs

and on topographic maps. Most of these were not mapped as faults

because of the lack of ground control.

Sequence of Metamorphism and Deformation

The Darrington Phyllite, the meta-igneous rocks, and the

melange sedimentary rocks show considerably different deforma-

tion styles and degrees of metamorphism. Therefore, the rock units

must have undergone separate metamorphic and deformational his-

tories prior to being emplaced in a single tectonic environment.

Subsequent deformation affected all of the rock units and can be

correlated with regional faulting. Figure 52 is a schematic diagram

of the metamorphic and tectonic history of the different rock units.

The Darrington Phyllite underwent blueschist and later green-

schist facies metamorphism prior to middle Cretaceous thrust fault-

ing. Synmetamorphic deformation involved formation of the phyllitic

schistosity and tight intrafolial folds. The Shuksan Schist was meta-

morphosed and deformed in a similar manner. Metamorphic ages

of 259 m.y. and 218 m.y. were reported by Misch (1966) for the

latter unit.

The m1ange unit consists of blocks of two major rock types,

sedimentary and meta-igneous. The meta-igneous rocks show a
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higher degree of metamorphism than the surrounding sediments.

Early metamorphism of these rocks was probably in the greenschist

or epidote.amphibolite facies. An additional metamorphic overprint

is present in the meta-igneous rocks. This second metamorphic

episode took place during or after emplacement of the rocks and has

affected the entire melange unit. It involved relatively low tempera-

tures and probably took place during the development of the melange

or subsequent faulting. It is characterized by the growth and align-

ment of platy minerals in the foliated sediments and in the igneous

rocks, and by recrystallization of other fine- grained minerals.

The age of the melange strata within the thesis area appears to

be Pennsylvanian (Danner, 1966), although the entire unit exhibits a

wide range of ages from Devonian through Permian. Because the

meta-igneous rocks show earlier higher-grade metamorphism than

the sedimentary rocks, they were formed and metamorphosed prior

to the Pennsylvanian. This age is older than the metamorphic age

of the Shuksan Schist and the Darrington Phyllite. Therefore, the

meta-igneous rocks must have formed far from their present location

within the melange unit. Because the timing and degree of meta-

morphism of each of the rock units is considerably different, they

appear to have originated at widely separated locations or have been

metamorphosed at different depths.

All of the major rock units in the thesis area were similarly
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affected by Shuksan thrust faulting, so they must have been proximal

to each other by that time. Shuksan thrusting involved weak meta-

morphism, which remobilized quartz and albite in the Darringtori

Phyllite. Mélange rocks show folding that resulted from Shuksan

fault activity and minor metamorphic effects are also present. At

the time of Shuksan faulting, similar westward-directed thrusting

may have taken place along Dan Creek, but this is uncertain.

Strike-slip faulting took place along Dan Creek and the Sauk

River west of the thesis area. The timing of this faulting is uncer-

tain, but it created the Darrington Phyllite F4 deformation which

clearly occurred after the Shuksan thrusting. Locally present meta-

morphic effects are associated with F4 deformation, and elevated

temperatures probably were present for a short time following the

fault activity. Strike-slip faulting is believed to have been right

lateral and may have taken place at the time of right lateral motion

on the Straight Creek fault. Misch (1966) and Vance (1957) have

dated the major movement on this fault as Eocene. Misch (1977)

has proposed that about 200 km of displacement has resulted from

Straight Creek fault activity. It is possible that strike-slip motion

along faults in the thesis area also involved movement of great dis-

tances because rocks of considerably dWerent metamorphic history

are presently juxtaposed.

Other than tensional fractures, many of which have served as
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paths for Tertiary dikes (figure 52), no other major deformation

has been recognized in the thesis area. These fractures are com-

patible with the stress field that caused F4 deformation and may

have formed at the time of strike-slip faulting. Contact metamorph-

ism related to local intrusive activity probably has an age of about

34 m.y.
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FIgure 53. Locations nd trends of dikes.
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QUATERNARY GEOLOGY

Quaternary geologic features in the thesis area include valley

and upland glacial deposits and associated erosional features, land-

slides, alluvial deposits, and the results of stream erosion. Of these

features, deposits and valleys left by the glaciers are the most impor-

tant.

Upland and valley-fill glaciers (see plate 1) carved the thesis

area and left behind deposits of poorly sorted till. A large valley

glacier at one time filled the Sauk River valley. This left a large

deposit that has since been largely eroded by stream action, but rem-

nants can be seen in the field and mapped with the aid of aerial photo-

graphs. Dan Creek lies within a U-shaped valley which is character-

istic of erosion resulting from valley glaciation. The glaciers along

Dan Creek and the Sauk River were fingers of large continental

glaciers to the west of the thesis area.

Small glacial deposits were found in the highest portions of the

thesis area. These commonly fill small valleys. Glacial till has

been generally stripped from the ridge tops. However, a considerable

amount is present at the top of Gold Mountain. Two small glacial

lakes remain in the thesis area; Lake Angeline on Gold Mountain and

a small pond on the large ridge south of Decline Creek. There is

also a small swamp in the valley between Dan Creek and Black Oak

Creek. This is attributed to debris left by the Dan Creek glacier
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that now prevents drainage in this direction. The upland glaciers

probably disappeared sometime after the valley giacers.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The geologic history of the Gold Mountain area is varied and

complex. The rock units were formed at some distance from their

present locations and emplaced by subsequent faulting. It is impos-.

sible to determine the original geometry of the rock units, because

stratigraphic relationships are obscure. However, on the basis of

the various rock types and their metamorphic and deformational

history, a reasonable interpretation of earlier configurations is

possible.

The rocks in the vicinity of the thesis area are typical of those

found in paired metamorphic belts. Paired metamorphic belts are

characterized by an outer high pressure/low temperature zone and

an inner high temperature/low pressure zone (Oxburgh and Turcotte,

1971 and Miyashiro, 1973). These two zones or belts are separated

by a major fault. The belts are typical of island arcs and continental

margins. In the North Cascades, the inner belt is represented by

rocks of the Skagit Metamorphic Suite. The rocks of the Shuksan

Metamorphic Suite and the present thesis area lie within the outer

belt, which is the high pressure/low temperature zone. The two

belts are separated by the Straight Creek fault with major strike-slip

displacement.

The Shuksan Schist is typical of an island arc metamorphic
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assemblage. These metamorphic rocks were derived from mafic

volcanic rocks. The ages for these rocks, and also probably for the

phyllites, are 258 m.y. and 219 m.y. as obtained by Kuip and re-

ported by Misch (1966). However, these dates probably represent

the most recent metamorphic activity. The rocks may have originated

in late Paleozoic time in an island arc that was active then.

The meta-igneous rocks in the melange unit consist of oceanic

crust that originated in a closed or semi-enclosed basin. The rocks

were metamorphosed soon after their formation. These rocks mi-

grated toward the arc and were uplifted near it. At that time

(Devonian to Permian), the me'iange arc-derived sediments were

being deposited in the basin, many of theseupon the meta-igneous

rocks. Prior to the initial deformation of the melange a reversal of

the subduction zone may have taken place. Concurrently with subduc-

tion, m1ange rocks were broken.up in much the same manner as the

Franciscan M1ange, which was described by Hsiii (1971).

Farther south, more pelitic sediments were being deposited.

These were the precursors of the Darrington Phyllite. Subduction was

not as rapid and the rocks were buried deeper than the mlange rocks,

so deformation was probably ductile in nature. These sediments were

carbon-rich and typical of a sheltered back-arc environment that per-

haps existed prior to a reversal in the subduction direction. High

pressure metamorphism took place shortly after subduction. After
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burial, an increase in temperature took place that initiated green-

schist facies metamorphism.

Subduction in the area ceased prior to middle Cretaceous thrust-

ing on the Shuksan fault. This fault emplaced the Shuksan Schist

westward over the melange unit, 3nd possibly, the Darrington Phyllite.

Eocene right lateral displacement along strike-slip faults brought the

Darrington Phyl].ite into its present position adjacent to the mlange

unit. Additional very low-grade metamorphism affected the melange

and Darrington Phyllite. The age of this metamorphic event is uncer-

tain but its occurrence in the phyllite is probably related to strike-slip

faulting.

Numerous dikes, probably Eocene in age, transect preexisting

rocks throughout the thesis area. Subsequent intrusion of a small

stock caused contact metamorphism of the Darrington Phyllite coupled

with quartz veining and sulfide mineralization. Pliocene tufa deposits

formed, probably in conjunction with volcanism elsewhere in the North

Cascades. The most recent geologic deposits are those left by valley

and upland glaciers and by streams,



SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

This thesis has presented a more detailed geologic map than

was previously available for this area. Field mapping has confirmed

the tectonic emplacement of rocks in the sedimentary unit, and the

fact that the unit is a mlange. The presence of an important fault

along the Sauk River west of the Darrington Phyllite was established

as was the approximate trend of the Dan Creek fault. The Dan Creek

fault is not part of the Shuksan thrust fault but is instead a separate

strike- slip fault.

Petrologic studies of the Darrington Phyllite showed that initial

blueschist fades metamorphism was followed by greenschist facies

metamorphism. Structural analysis showed that this unit underwent

deformation from four different folding episodes. This is similar to

deformation in the Shuksan Schist (Lawrence, 1975 and Milnes, 1977),

The first episode, F1, is related to metamorphism; and the second

and third episodes, F2 and F3, were caused by the same stress orien-

tations that enabled Shuksan thrusting. The fourth episode, F4, pri-

manly affects rocks near strike-slip faults and is related to motion

along these faults.

Studies of the melange unit showed that sandstones are lithic and

arkosic wackes that were proah1y depbs±tediria submarine fan Meta-

igneous rocks are fragments of oceanic crust, probably from an
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inter-arc basin. Deformation of the melange unit was an ongoing

process occurring during the time of subduction and probably closely

following deposition. A submarine basin adjacent to an evolving

island arc is the probable site for sedimentary deposition and the

initial deformation of the mlange rocks. This may have been a

back-arc basin with a subsequent reversal of the direction of subduc-

tion. Major deformation is related to Shuksan thrusting and strike-

slip motion along the Dan Creek fault.

The melange unit and the Darrington Phyllite may be parts

of the same rock unit They were deposited in different environ-

ments, separated in space or in time, but they are similar in some

important characteristics. The rock units of the thesis area have

undergone separate depositional and metamorphic histories and were

juxtaposed by subsequent faulting.
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Appendix A. Features measured from Darrington Phyllite oriented
hand samphs.

7-201-7 N35°W90°
7-167-1 N15°W78°E

7-201-1 N34°W82°E
N36°W27°E
N2°W36° E

7-200-2 N14°W51°E
N32°W70°E

7-201-3 N61°W46°NE
N41 °W52°NE
N8°W54°E

11-100-6 N61°W75°SW
N49 °W36°SW

7-201-4 N5°E83°E
N16°W24°E

11-99-4 N36°W37°NE

11-167-30 N5°W7°W

11-114-6 N8°W75°E
11-114-9 N7°W3l°E

N39 °W46°NE
N75°W33°S

11-167-31 N2°E45°W

11-100-36 N30°W53°W
N6°E52°W

11-100-39 N52°W78°S
11-195-3 N80°W21°N

11-165-4 N52°W90°

11-165-9 N0°E32°E

S2
S2
S3

2
S2
S3
S
S

S2
S2
S2

S2
S2

N49°W63°NE
N? 0°W 370 N
N27°W22°W
Ni0°W53°E
N40°W35°NE
N5i°E69°NW
N52°E44°NW
N22°E58°E
N72°W83°S
N76°W80°S
N85°W10°N

i°vV51°NE
N62°W67 °SW
N60 °W74°N
N32°W52°E
N30°W20°E
N3°W47°E
N2°E53°E
N90°W41 °N
Nl2°W85°E
N33°E38°E
N8°E58°E
N5°E89°W
N14°E18°E
N26°W39°E

N18°W26'W
Nil °E54°E
N37 °E54°W

N54°E56 °SE
N? 6° E45°N

N63°E59°NW
N30°E78°W
N36°E80°W

F2
F
F2

F2
F3
F
F'
F

52°N35°W
24°N37 °W
580 N4° E
7°N45°W
68°N14°W
42°N18°W
4°N35°W
49°N35°W

56°S89°E

F1 40°N27°E
15°S55°E

3°S47°E
7°S38°E
i7°S54°E
11 °N6°E
ZO°N24°E
36°N34°E
19°Ni0°W
21 °S4°W

35°N3°E
16°S48°E
16°S48°E

10°N60W
30°S36°E
49°N90°W

55°S20°E
60 N6 9°W
80 N7 60 E
44°N81 °W
77°N51°W
51°N18°E
6°S9°E
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Phyllite s:
Sample # S1 foliation axial planes fold axes

S2
S
S
S3

S2
S2

F1
F
F2
F

F2
F2
F3
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Appendix A. (Continued)

Sample # S
foliation axial planes fold axes

11-116-2 N14°W69°E N47 °W61 °SW 32°537°E
11-113-14 N70°W52°S N7 0°W 520 S F2 44°S38°W

N50°E54°SE N24° E82°W F 40°S30°W
N 330 E9 0 N3 °W74°W F 38°8°W

F3 67°S42°W
11-113-12 N8°W31°W N71 °E65°S F 25°N75°W

N22°E57 °W N6 30690 S
1 39°S66°W

N15°W38°W N54°E58°NW 30°S30°W
39°S50°W

11-113-7 N30°W63°W N76°W34°N 21°N41°W
11-113-10 N17°E88°W S N23°E57°W 0°N23°E

N19°35°W S N24°E68°W
3

16°N12°E
S N18°E51°W
S N1°E

iiiO0-21 S N8°E71°E F 15°S4°W
S3 Ni1°E76°E F2 19°52°W

F 25°N17°E
11-100-27 N6°W40°W 2°N10°W
11-100-18 N12°E71°W N6°W49°W 29°523°W
11-100-17 N78°W9°S S2 N87°E49°S F2 2°S84°W

N78°E83°S
11-100-45 N1O°E87°W Nil °E38°E F2 iO°N7°E

N5°E89°W
N10°W54°E
N55 °W7 °NE

11-100-12 N73°E800N N89°W82°S F2 24°N68°E
N87°E71 °N S3 N69°W32°N
N7 60 E60° S

11-100-14 N18°W69°E N40°W71 °SW 38°535°E
N15°W50°E N46 °W74°SW F 2°S6°E

11-100-48 N3°W87°E S2 N72°W19°S F 17°S2°E
NO° E53°E S) N35°W18°E F 25°N21°E
N25°E84°E S' N68°W33°NE F 6°S71°E

110102-2 N3°W78°E N39°W65°W F 42°S14°E
S N8°W81°W F 8°S6°E
S N13°W62°W F 2°S11°E

11-100-25 N64°E56°S S2 N33°E41°W F 5°N65°E
N60°E16°S F3 24°561°W
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Appendix A, (Continued)

Sample # S1 foliation axial planes fold axes

11-100-23 NS3W80°NE S3 N60°E45°S F 53°S2°E
N85 °W54°S F3 44°S40°E
N18°W76°E
N32°W75°W

7-198-i Ni 8°W29 °W N21 °E90° 32°S15°W
N43°E32°SE N18°E64°W 13°S21 °W

i7°S23°W
7-199-4 N30°E28°W N73°E8°N 5N29°E

N30°E27°E
11-102-5B N36°W63 °W N12°W61 °W 10°S29°E

N42 °W49 °SW 41 °S12°W
N32°E64°E

11-102-3 N3°W45°W
N25°E42°W

N84°W6i °N
Ni 6°W54°W

F
1

19°N32°W
39°N66°W

N6°W62°W Ni8°W43°W
N32°E50°W N58°W50°NW

11-100-41 N49°W28°NE N29 °W54°W 8°N35°W
11-100-i N42°E54°E N22°W76°E F2 33°N13°W

N35°E59°E N53°E7°E F3 i2°S24°W
F3 12°N20°W

11-97-1 N42°W58°SW S2 N33°W59°SW F2 56°S34°W
S N54°Wi5°SW F3 7°S28°E

11-116-8 S N21 °W52°E S N44°E52°E F2 48 °S560E
11-114-2 0

N2°W39°SW S2 N25°W78°W F2 6°S24°E
N23°W9°E N44°W38°SW F2 1 °S31 °E
N41 °W88°SW N81 eW88OS
N28°W43°E

7-198-2 N6°W62°W
11-113-7 N30°W63°W N76 °W34°N 21 °N41 °W
11-102-1 N90°E14°N 8°N55°E
11- 100-4 N14°W66°E 42°N9°E
7-167-3 N32°W82°E N20°W14°W 10°N30°W
7-201-9 N70°W67 °NE 32°N54°W
Greens chi sts
7- 198-3 N59 °W40 °SW N40°E14°NW 1 3 °N6 5 °W

11-i02-5A N57 °W44°SW 25°N86°W



Appendix B, Features measured from melange unit oriented hand
samples.

11-167-38 ph

11-193-lA cgl

11-193-lB 5$
11-169-12 ms
11-169-17 ss
11-167-13 ss
11- 167- ss
1l-167-24B

11-194-18 ph
11-194-ZOA ph
11-193-14 c gi
11-192-4 c gi
11-194-25 ph
11- 169-9 sch

11-194-17 ph

11- 194-9 cgi
11-194- 7 cgl
11- 167-8 m s
11-167-15 c gi
11- 167-3 cgl
11-194-20B ph

11-171-5
11- 169-26
11-171-1

ph
s ch
ph

S1
S
S
Si

2

N58°W36°SW

Si

N31°W54°SW S1

Si
Si

N30°W8°W
N5° W 540 E
N20°E31 °E

Ni0°E39°E
N33°E29°E
N15°W71 °W
N680W42 °SW
N60°E51 °S
N6° W 320 E
N38°W84°NE
N47 °E30°SE
N6° E2 0 °E
N60°W14°NE
N50°E75°NW

N35 °w66 °W
N25°E52°SE
Nil °E74°E

N15°E75°E
N0°E66°E
N7 Ow 57 °E
N58°E20°NW
N45°W59 °NE
N50E44°E
N8°W88°W
N43°W13°NE
N88°W38°S
N22°E66°E
Ni 90 E62° E

N17°W31 °w
N6"w55°w
N82°w23°S

150

12°S10°E

42°S13°E

L 3°N0°E

F 16°S42°E

230 N44° E
31 °S24°E
4°7$4 °E
63°S79°w
1 °N26°E
0°Nii °E
17°N78°E
60S13°W

9°N32°E
2l°N33°w
15 °N2 1 °E
28°58°E
0°S46°E
37°S9°E
lo°s22°w
10°N12°E

F1 23°N6o°w

7°S68°
12°S5°E

ms = mudstone, st = siltstone, m = meta-igneous, ph = phyllite,
cgl = conglomerate, ss = sandstone, sch = schist, mb = marble

Sample rck bedding foliations lineation s
number type fold axes

F2
L
F
L
L
F1

L
F2
L
L
F2
L
L
F



Appendix C. Features measured from Darrington Phyllite in
outcrop, by sections.

(Sec. 17, T3ZN, R 1OE)

151

7-198.4 N75°E24°S
7-198-3 N80°W38°S N22°W90° 38°S22°E

N62°W38°S
11-102-3 N7 °W74°W N29 °W66°W 42°N47°W

N34°W75 °W N25°W51 °W 23°N82°W
N54°W39 °SW N66°E17°S 45°S2°E
N27°W71 °W N36°E36°E F1 65°S11 °W
N28°W61 °W 29°S9°W

F1 70°S76°W
F1 69°N87W
F1 1 °N90°W
F3 16°S29°E
F3 32°S37°E

37°S47°E
7-198-1 N60°E72°SE S2 N63°E36°S 40°S8°E

N85°E29°S S2 N60°W50°S
S3 Nil °E81°E

11-102-4 N5°W75°E
S3 N40°W65°E

N4°E69°W 90 N4° W
N10°E55°E N10°W72°W 14 °N15°W

N25°E64°W 23 N7 0 E
N2°W77°W
N5°E73°E

23°N3°W
l2°N5°E

N5°W64°W 27°N17°W
N12°W76°E 23°S6°E
N13°E51 °W 41 °S68°W
N4°E25 9°S11°W
N18°E44°W O°N13°E
N1°E65°W 0°N2°W
N18°E43°W
N 120 E6 7 °E

40 N7° E
i7°S12°W

N2°E81 °W 100 N4° E
11-102-5 N52°W64°S N59°W39°SW 17°S34°W

N62°E44°S 35°S38°W
N81 °W50°S 33°S62°W
N80°E59°S 30 °S45 °W
N89°W44°S 23°S30°W

Sample # foliation axial planes fold axes



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-102-5
(Continued)

r 1-102 - £ N82°W42 0S
N60°W80°S
N13°E32°E

11-102-7 N32°W55°W
N58°W64°S
N5°E65°W

11-102-8 N50°W41°S
N25 °W47 °W

11-102-9 N19°W55°W
N45 °W54°SW

(Sec. 19, T32N, R1OE)
7-199-2 N86°W54°N
(Sec. 20, T32N, RiO)
11- 100-8
11- 100-9
11-100-10

11-100-11

11-100-12

N9 0°W 580 N
N5°W41 °E
N39°W70°E
N12°W66°E

E-W73°N
N80°E66N
N79°W41 °N
N52 °W56 °N

S2

2
53
S3

N61 °E44°S
Ni 0 e E7 6 °E
N13°E41°E
N2°W60°E
N5°W73°E
N23°W64°E
N51 °W84°NE
N31 °W49°E
N37 °W85 0W
N59 °W84°S
N36°W69°W

N29 ow 24 °W
N12°W44°E
N15°E23°E
N80°E15°S
N28°W31 °W
N28°W34°W
N2°W16°E
N76°W35 05

N43 °w88°S
Ni °W64°W
N45'w78°W

N20 °W39 °W
N64°E38°N
N2°W66°N
N26°W90°
N63°E88°S

34°S33°W
40°S10°E
36°S47°E
32°S15°E
43°S13°E
38°S48°E
36°S56°E
25°S57°E
33°S53°E
6°S62°E
40°S53°E

6N37 °w
12°S30°N
7°N10°E
7°S78°W
32°s9°w
34°Sl7 °W
12°S10°E
20°S52°E
40°S11 °E

42°S48°E

46°N32°E

152

Sample # S foliation axial planes fold axes



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-100-47 N24°W59°W
N72°W49°N
N52°W64°SW

110100-48 N32°W35°E
Ni °E87 °W
N8° W 700 E

N12°W14°E 18°S66°E

N6°E65°W
N41 °E52°NW
N55°E59°SE
N75°E82°N
N70°E43°S
N36°E7i °E

N230E31°W
N25 °W86°W
N4i °E54°SE
N9°E76°E
Ni 90 E7 3 °W
N39 °W56 °W
N52°W61 °SW
N87°W78°S
N61 °W59°S
N35 °w22 °w
N57 °W73°SW
N56°W57 °5W
N2°E36°W
N36°W53°W
N23 °W85 °W
N49°W65°5W

N14°w34°w
N25 °w74°w
N8°E58°w
N38°w42°w

31°S18°W
240 N4° E
32°58°W
38°511 °w
42 °S8°W
44°N84°W
41 °N83°w
150 N9° E
36°s8°w
88°S40°W
40°N9°E
44°S24°E
8°S33°E
31°S23°E
2°N80°w
3°S54°E
28°S34°E

12°Ni3°W
21 °N34°W
19°N26°W
4°N23 °w
2°S46°E
1 3 °N2 7 °w
19°N26°W
16°NiO°W
25°S20°E
25° S4 1 °E

153

(Sec. 21, T3ZN, R1OE)
11-100-16 N19°E64°W N52°W50°S F 28°S35°W

N67 °E45°S N3i°W28°W io°N32°w
N58° ES? °S N78°E38°S

Sample # S1 foliation axial pLanes fold axes

1 1-100-13 N64°W78°S
N80 °W63 °s
N89°W22 °S

11-100-14 N28°W63°E
11-100-15 N10°E90°

N22°E75°W
N28°E81 °E

ii 100 44 N21°W52°E
N49°E60°SE
N25° E28° E
N40°W26°SW
N65°E40°S
N40°E90°

11-100-45 N3°E85°E
N27°E58°E
N64°E53 °N
N18°E90°
Ni5E68°E

11-100-46 N66°W89°N
N43°W80°NE
N59 °W90°
N60°W59°N
N24°W88 °W



Appendix C. (Continued)

154

Sample # foliation axial planes fold axes

1llO0-l6 N160W210W N66°W25 °N
(Continued) N29°W71 °E N47°W53°S

N3°E21°W N68°E9°N
N87 °W44°S
N68°w43 °s
N27°E44°E
N20°W56 °w
N81 °E25°S
N20°W43°E
N58°W38°S
N74°W41 05
N78°E41 °S
N19°w36°w

11-1OO.22 N41 °E8°N
N46°W16°E

11-100-23 N17°W56°W N47°E43°N 38° N5 8°W
N69 °W83 °N N19°w6o°w 23°554°E
N84°E53 °N 32°54°w
N2 2 °W 78°W 57°S20W
N9° W 72 °W 46°560°W
N32°W48 °W 5o°S63°w
N83°E46°5 45°S30°w
N85 °W74°S 60°S53°w

440 S 120 E
11-1O0-24 N3° W 76 °W

N78°E74°N
N66°E34°W
N48°E30°N

11lO0-29 N4° W 620 E
N 120 E7 5°W
N27°E81°W
N34°E55°W
N13°E58°E
N5 °W84°W
N45°E73°w
N10°E89°W
N69 °W56 05
N67°E36°S



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-100-30 N5°W59°W
N58°W44°S
N25°W43°W
N29°W43 °W
N14°W22 °W
N3° W 46°W
N18°E35°W
N67 °E75°S
N0°E50°W

N32°E80°W
N8°E54°E
N10°W56°E
N42° E64°W
N13°E85°E

20°N29°W
8°N27°W
40°N2°W
56°S77°W
320 S4° W
41 °si6°W
41°S29°W
17°S46°W
25°S14°W
16°S15°E
160 N6 °W
l5°NO0E
40°S37°W

N53°W78°S
N3°E57°W
N20° E84°W
N83°W65°S
N70 °E84°S
N54°E69°N
N8°E77°W 40°S27°W
N8°E84°W 48°S22°W
N34°W51°SW 9°N56°E
N39°W54°SW 24°56°W
N53°E59°SE
N46°E480SE
N32°E12°E
Nl5°W45°W
N23°W49°W
N44°W36°SW
N44°EZ5°NW
N56°E49°SE
N37°E74°E
N64°W90
N87°W48°S 25°S67°W
N84°E79°N 20°S75°W
N22°E62°E 27°S31°W
N12°E42°W

N13°E30°E 34°S28°W
N83°W80°N F1 66°S48°W

155

Sample # foliation axial planes fold axes

11-100-31

11-100-32

11-100-33 N4 8 e w 29 °SW
11-100-34

11-100-35 N19°W34°W
N8°W46°N
N14°E76°W
Nil OW59eW
N65°W25°S

11-100-43 Ni5°E48°W
N50°W56°NE



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-100-43 N62°W67°SE N24°E84°W 37°S28°W
(Continued) N36°E56°W N41°E90° 45°S50°W

N62°E37°S N37°E84°W 61°S21°W
N25°E37°W N55°E84°SE 55°S54°W
N28°E29°W N13°E75°W 19°S53°W

N42°W50°SW 30°S28°W
N35°E68°W 3°S18°W
N28°E41°E 19°N21°E
N16°E88°E 4°N37°E
N37°E86°W 18°S15°W
N16°E80°E 3°N29°E

(Sec. 25, T32N, R9E)
7-201-6 N37°W73°NE
7-201-7 N60°W77°NE
7-201-1 N25°W65°NE
7-201-3 N5°W42°E N40°E63°NW 17°N0°E

N27°W90° N1°E48°E
N19°W76°W
N23°W64°W
N15°W17°E
N39°E81 °E
N2°W66°W
N86°W67 °S
N86°E54°N

7-201-2 N29°W83°E
7-200-i N67°W66°N N50°W76°SW 24°N9°W

N44°W62°NE 38°N23°W
N515°W82°NE i1°N53°W
N45°W79°NE 27°N41°W

7-200-2 N30°W83°E N45°E65°NW 46°N3°W
N39°W58°E N62°E66°N 31°N25°E
N72°W76°S N59CE800N 36°N41°W

52°N52°E
7-200-3 N36°W75°W N45°W78°NE 34°N35°W

N51°W52°NE 24°N43°W
N30°W90° 90°

7-200-4 N49°W55°NE N70°W40°N 21°N14°W
N35°W64°NE N83°W34°N 15°N77°E
N71°W24°N 16°N79°E

156

Sample # S1 foliation axial planes fold axes



Appendix C. (Continued)

7-200-4 N57°W36°N
(Continued) N80°E56°N

(Sec. 29, T3ZN, R1OE)
11-99-6 N25°Ell°W

N6°W82°W
N5°W1l°E
N20°W81 °W

7-201-4
11-100-5

11-100-6

11-100-7

11- 99.7

N21 °W50°W
N5 3°W 300 N
N80°E27 °N
N3°W84°E
N38°W37 °E
N29°W64°E
N42°W54°E

11-99-5 N24°W68°E
N57°W82°N

11-99-7 N22°W44°E

(Sec. 28, T3ZN, R1OE)
11-100-3 N34°W86°W
11-100-28 N83°W72°S

N7 3°W 360 S
N82°W59°N

11-100-36 N23°W52°W
N4° W 55°W
N60°W58°SW
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Sample #
5

foliation axial planes fold axes

22 °N4 60 E

N0°E73°W 17°N6°W
N55°E16°SE 16°N13°W
N83°W18°N 5°N0°E
N27°W56°E 16°N29°W
N85°W21°N 18°N3°W
N35°W39°E 30°N14°W
N44°W60°NE 20°N5°W
N15°W85°E
N6°W45°W 23°N22°W

N80°E30°N 30°N7°W

N5 70 E7 50 N
N23 °E63°W
N63°E38°N
N31 °W31 °W
N6° W 900
N15°W48°E 31°S44° E
N10°E51 °E 58°S26°E

7°N19°W

N7°W72°W 3°N83°W
N43'W66°SW
N83°W83°N
N76°E83°S
N34°E58°E
N67 °E53°N
N7°E68°W
N25°E66°W
N61 °E80°S 52°S80°W
N34°E84°E
N33°E86°E



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-100-36 Nl0°E50°W
(Continued) N25°W52°W

11-100-42.
11-100-17

11-100-18

N24°W63 OW
N76°E80°S
N37°E75°E
N18°E26°W
N70°E51°S
N85°W38°S
N0°E0°
N57°W39°S
N10°W90°
N59°W88°N
N84°W74°S
N54°W51 °NE
N32°E56°E
N26°E55°W
N30°E68°W
N6°W57°W

E4 6 °W
N59°E76°N
N15°E64°W
N18°W35 °W
N31 °E87°W
N6° W 360 E
N4 50 E4 30 NW
N4 80 E7 0 °NW
N13°E3°W

N88°E42°S
N5O°E72°N
N16°E56°W
N24°E83°W
N38°E84°W

N70° E79°S
N54°E90°
N 260 E7 8°W
N62°E80°S
N60°E75°S
N 620 E7 00 S

N4 9°W 300 SW
N42°W43°SW
N59°E75°NW
N83°w46°S

N81 °W33°N
N18°W3O°E
N4 5°W 5°W
N87°W23°S
N2O°E24°E
N24°W21 °w
N68°E23°S
N4 7°W 14°SW

N33°W32°SW
N48°E20°SE
N52°W16°S
N66 °W39°S
N28°W33°W
N24°W43°W

53°S37°W

31°535°E

32°N32°W
1O°534°W
2O°S8°E
2°53O°W
1O°S1O°E
21 °S29°W
25°569°W
8°S21 °W
4°S26°W
16°Sll°E
120 N4 60 E

14°S69°W
6°573°E
6°535°W
18°Nl7°E
33°525°W
24°546°W
43°518°W
43°S18°W
22° S53
28 °S4 2°W
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Sample # S1 foliation axial plane fold axes

11-100-37
11-100-38

11-100-39



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-100-19 N17°W55°W N28°W46°W
N9°W34°W

11-100-20 N4°W34°E
N13°W59°W
N7°W75°E
N15°W67°W
N5° W 65°W

11-100-21 N5°W89°E
N5°W84°W

11-100-26 N86°W52°S
N17°E65°W
N59°E47 05

N28°E38°W
Ni 2°E46°W
N9° W 53 °W
N34°E70 ew

11-100-27 N9.W43°W
N10°E23°W
N6°W56 °W
N14°W45°W

11-113-1

11-113-2

11-113-5 N33°E63°W
Nil °W76°W

11-113-6

N33°w13°E

N62°E40°S
N57°E11°S
Nil °E65°W

N37 °W58°NE
N0°E26°W

N17°E16°E
N86°E18°N
N22°E41 °w
N15°E67°W
N45 °W7 °SW
N48°W31 °NE
N22°W64°E
N48°W27 °S
N80°E32°S
N58°E30°S
N58°E30°S
N7 3°W 60 S
N9°w31 °w
Ns°w56°w
Ni2°w55°w
N6 3°W 120 S
N6°w7 °w

12°S34°W
2o°569°W
38°S51 °W
10°S18°E
13°S7°E
14°S1 °W
18°S2°E
6°Nl1 °w
14°S90E
12°S0°E
21 °S2°W
440 Si 9°W
25°S33°w
30°S33°W
5°S8°E
62°S36°W

21 °Nl0°W

280 N7 °E
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Sample # foliation axial planes fold axes



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-113-7 N20°W38°W

11-113-8 N4°W86°E
N29°W55°SW
N15°W22°W

11-113-9 N0°E44°W
N2° W 83°W
N58°E20°NW

11- 100-40
11- 100-1
11-100-2

11-114-12

N2°E75°W
N20°W73°E
N60°W48°N
N24OW6OeE
N36°W63°E
N7 0°W 88 °S
N81 °W51 °S
N3 °W60° E

N56°E46°N
N78°E45°N
N4°E31 °E
N3°W61 °E
N13°E80°E
N9°E88°E
N22°W76°E
N4° E5 80 E
N27 °E60°W
N82°W72°S
N26°E26°W
N8°E49°W
N. 3 °W29°E
N19°W39°E
N13°W60°E
N30°W26°E
N8°E76°W
N42°E12°NW
N31°E68°W
N23° E68°E
N27°E61°W
N23°E63°W
N8°E35°W
N2°W52°E
NZ0°W47°E
N5 00 E4 60 pj
N18°W34°W
N50°E53°NW
N22°E40°W
N31 °E52°W
N34°E43 °W
N5°E68°W
N61 °W32°N

N34°E71 °W
N14°W36°E

N18°W54°E

32°N68°W
190 S4° E
14°S9°E
24°N2°E
1600
12°N7°W
2°S17°W
200 N6 °W
40 N3° W

2°S1O°W
8°S33°W
9°N6°W

160

4°N24°W
0°N27°E
O °N6° W
25°N21°E
12°N15°E
7°N47°E

25°N8°E

52°N14°E

42°558°E

Sample # S1 foliation axial planes fold axes

11-113-10 N24°E45 0W

11-113-11 N42°E73°SE
N63°W24°N
N28°E90°
N32°W23°E
N50°W11 °NE
N43°E20°SE
N6°E65°E



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-114-14

11-114-15

11-114-13

11-100-41

N43 °W44°W
Ni °E45°E
N55°W34°S
N43°W74°E
N6°W30°W
N63°W63°N
N19°W76°W
N36°W25 °w
N25 °W90°
N47°W29°SE

(Sec. 27, T32N, R1OE)

Ni3°W73°E

N39 °W85 °W

N26°W27 °E

161

21 °S20°E

28°N40°W

0°S24°E

9°N32°W

11-113-12 N26°W67°W N51 °W43°SW F1 33 °N3 1 ° E
N37°E85°W N4° E7 2°W F1 22°N9°W
N14°E63°W N4° W 78°W F1 190 N9°W
N2°W67 °W N5°E80°W F1 17°N27°W
N6°W68°W 41 °S32°W

12°522°W
15°S13°E
12°S0°E
21°S0°E
39°Si°W

11-113-13 N4°E63°W N55°E79°SE 16°S8°E
N59°E24°N N23°E41 °SE 9°N65°E
N45°E57 °SE N7 10 E6 40 S 39°S34°W
N90°E44°N N20°E65°E
N65°W39°SW
N23°E88°W

11-113-14 N80°W24°S N27°E76°E 20 N2 50 E
N22°E83°W N30°E78°W 200 N3 70 E

N14°E39°E N37°E83°E 50 N3 6 °E
N29°E69°W N37°E69°W 10°N34°E

N28 °W38°W 19°S10°W
N4 50 E8 80 NW 11°N48°E
N43 °E88° E 31 °S31 ow
N63°E70°S 7°N67°E
N82°W64°S 49°S47°E
N33°E46°E 18°N38°E
N39°E64°E 28°S18°W
N41 °E78°SE 22°S22°w

Sample # 5 foliation axial planes fold axes



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-113-14 N30°E68°W 22°$32°W
(Continued) N45°W13°NE 9°SlO°W

N7°E83°E 15°N4°E
N57°W26°S 16°57°W
N14°W47°W 24°SO°E
N3°E41°W 19°S5°W

(Secs. 31 and 32, T32N, R1OE)
11-99-1 N40°W53°NW N26°E1O°W 13°N5°W

N11°E73°E N71°E61°N
N11°E79°W
N14°W56 °W
N21 °W46°E
N38°W44°E

11-99-2 N36°W28°E N36°W80°5W 9°S30°E
4°514°E

11-99-3 N1O°E85°W N27°W76°W 18°S7°W
N29°W46°W N48°W57°S 32°S21°W
N43°W45°SW N2O°W32°W 38°S6°E
N12°E63°E N81°W67°S Z7°N57°E
N31°W39°W N12°E87°W 18°N54°W

N1°E32°W 14°N42°W
N42° E84° E

11-99-4 N31°W50°E N48°W50°S 23°N11°W
N34°W69°E N53°W60°S 48°N73°W
N73°W66°N N60°W51°N 8°558°E
N47 °W69 °N
N76°E74°N

(Sec. 33, T32N, R1OE)
11-114-3 N3°E380E

N37°W55°E
N80°E39°S
N71 °E40°S
N7° W 55 °E
N42°W66 °N
N7 9°W 390S
N38°E29°E
N3 6 °W 630 E

162

Sample # S1 foliation axial planes foldaxes

N48°W83°N 30°555°E
N44°E41 °E 43°560°E
N49 °W85 °W 27°S47°E
N71 °W88°N 11 °S72°E
F4Y W'O 260 S 500 E
N42°W86°NE 45°S50°E
N49°W80°SW



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-114-3
(Continued)

11-114-il
11-114-2

N31 °W41 °E
N37°W68°E
NO°E32°E
N4 1 0W 650 S
N14°W87 °E
N40 °W44°W
N17°W82°W
N25°W73 °W
N17°W40°W
N7 7 ow 30 S
N22 °W7 60 E

(Sec. 34, T32N, R1OE)
11-114-6 NlO°W79°E

N19°w59°E
N9°W77°E
N23°W48°E
N9 °W86 °W
N9°E90°
N20°W61 °E
N2° W 820 E
N12°W79°E
N17°W68°E

11-114-7 N17°W73°E
N62°w41 0S
N28°W61 °SW
N5°W90°

11-114-8 N41°W90°
N46°W69°S
N49° W 320 S
Ni °W73°E
N6o°w65 °S
N47°W89°N

11-114-9 N34°w82°w
N43°W5o°w
N50°W31 °S
N29°W48°E
N59 °W44°S
N38°W90°

S2

2
S2

N5°E47°E
N22°w5o°E

N9°W85°W
N5°E82°W
Nl7°E86°E
N5°W61°E
N9°E70°W
N85°W38°W
N29°E32°W
N37 °E44°W

N22° ES 8° E

N22°W18°E
N55°E51°S

N40° w 55°w
Nl8°w37°E

41 °N58°E
46°582°E

21 °N4°W
44°SO°E
340 N9° E
44° Ni 1°W
18°N14°W
34°N2°W
21 °Ni low
29°N21°W

36°S4°E

7°542°E
51 °S40°E

49°s86°w
l2°N3°W
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Sample # S1 foliation axial planes fold axes
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Appendix C. (Continued)

Sample # foliation axial planes fold axes

11-1 14-10 N21 °W73°E N75 °W54°S 32°S36°E
N9 °W46° E N56°W38°W 2°533°E
N34°W75 °E N65°E1 6°S 14°S40°E
N2 2°W 730 E N31 °E21 °E 32°S27°E
N42°W42°SW N77 °W45°S 300 S4 80 E

N29 °W53° E N27 °W32°E 35°S24°E
N33°W58°E N36°W58°W 52°516°E
N27 °W68°E
N41 °W55°SW
N46 °W83°NE

11-113-16 N37 °W70 OW N5° w 590 E 36'S52°E
N24°W36°W N13°E56°E 6°N13°W
N13°W45 °W N0°E86°W 31 °S4°E

N 120 E7 60 E 14°S10°W
N0°E59°E 30°SO°E

11-113-17 N0°E62°W N5°E80°E 33°S10°E
N42°W51 °SW N76°E85°N 54°S77 °W
N4°E60°W N17°E87°W 61 °543°W
N17°W71 °W N1 °E84°W

N5°E80°E
F

4
74°N32°W
44°S53°W

N76°E85°N 19°521 °W
N17°E87°W 44°S28°W
N26°E69°W 32°N12°W
N25°E51°W 510 N4° E
N9°E55°W 36°577°W
N25°E81 °W 84°575°W
N76°E85°N 50°N24°W
N 180 E4 3°W 48°N77°W
N32°E54°W 38°543°W
N6°E57°W 53°N46°E
N13°E60°W 26°N6°E
N10°E88°W 35°S7°E

11-113-15 Nl0°W50°W

(Sec. 4, T31N, R1OE)
11-97-1 N58°E80°NW

N39°E23°NW
11-116-8 N40°W74°S (S N82°E35°S 34°528°E

N60°W49°W(S N55°E26 °S 22°S88°E
N7°W66°E (S0) N2°E21 °E 37°S87°E
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Appendix C. (Continued)

Sample # S1 foliation axial planes fold axes

11-116-8 N55°W36°N (S0) N25°W45°E 26°S73°E
(Continued) N87°E79°S (S0) N16°W36°E 39°S75°E

N67°W50°N (S ) N35°E40°E 36°N84°E
N44°E35°SE (S°) N59°E32°SE 42°S62°E
N84°W73°N (S ) N7°E60°S 35°N87°E
N55°W38°NE (S ) N48°W47°NE 51°S71°E
N66°E70°S (S ) N23°E49°E

N21°E41°E
11-116-9 N0°E28°E
11-116-10 NZ0°E27°E
11-115-18 N31°E20°E N74°W74°N 4°S58°E

N19°E48°E N49°W57°NE 22°570°E
N1O°E55°E N69°W80°N 43°S76°E
N70°W45°S N60°E41°$E 49°S33°E
N81°W59°S 4°S55°W

(Sec. 3, T31N, R1OE)
11-115-1 N16°E60°E
11-115-2 N19°W90°
11-115-3 N30°W80°W
11-115-4 N28°W81°W N7 9°W 740 S 22°516°E

N10°0° N6°W63°E 0°S24°E
N10°W90°
N28°W42°W
N24°W87 °E
NO° E6 90 E

11-115-5 N20°W76°W N73°W25°N 19°N23°W
N43 °W48 °E
N23°W85°W

11-115-6 N24°W90°
11-115-7 N0°E54°E N7 9°W 580 S 24°576°E

N76°W87 05 N41°W49°W 44°S79°W
N76°E47°S
N4°W24°E
N39°E59°W
N9° E45 °W
N24°W47 °W



N38°W90°

(Sec. 10, T31N, R1OE)
11-165-7 N7°W15°W N25°E16°E

N14°E78°W
N67°E65°N
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Appendix C. (Continued)

Sample # foliation axial planes fold axes

11-115-S N36°E70°E N9°W61 °W 35°S12°W
N9°W55°W N46 °W43 °W 33°S17°E
N3°E82°W
N5 °W85 °W
N3 50 E4 30 E
N4° W 900
N8°E41 °E

ll-.115-9 N29°W74°W N60°E86°N 41 °N31 °W
N0°E64°W
N2°W51 °W

11-115-10 N25°W87°E N72°W67 °N 63°N1i °W
N3°E87°W
N53°E61 °N

11-115-11 N12°W52°E N6°W18°E o°S6°E
N2°E46°W N23°W38°E
N84°W19 °W

11-ll5-12 N6°W82°W
N43°W36°W

11-115-13 N0°E90° N44°W40 °W
11-115-14 N48°W67°W Ni °E72°W 74°S62°W

N9°W66°W
N28°W80 °W

11-115-15 Ni0°E75°W N52°W78°W 75°S81 °W
N7 9°W 85°S
N45°E82°W
N21°W77°E

11-115-16 N21°W77°E
11-115-17 N23°W83°E
11-114-9 N34°W82°W N40 °W55 °W 1i°S34°E

N43°W50°W N78°W37°E 15°S40°E
N50°W31 °S
N29°W48°E
N59 °W44°S



Appendix C. (Continued)

11-165-8 N44°W70°W
Ni °E86°W
N40 °w66 °W

11-165-9 N2°E31°E
N1O°E62°E
N25°W56°E
N22°W71 °E
NZ9°W40°E

11-116-3 NZ5°W74°E
N28°W640E

ii 116-4 N39°W59°E
N51°W54°E
N41 °W34°E

11-116-5 N1O°E8OE
N9 °W66° E
N1Z°W55°E

11-116-6 N8°W78W
N29°W83°E

11-116-7 NiO°W46°W
N27°W27°E
N24°E60
N20 °W66 °W
N7°W53°E
N19°E80°W
N8 °W79° E
N32°W48°W
N66 °W84°S
N7°W70°W
N54°E52 °S

N77°E71°S

N8°E46°E
N40°W64°S
N77°E37°S
NZi °W67°E
N42°W37 °S
Nil °W68°W
N14°W40°E
N74°E38°S
N80°E30°S
N36°E36°E
N47 °W86°S
N4° E66 °W

N77 °W56°S

N70 E32S

N39°W18°E
NZ7°W52°E
N48°E30°N
N51 °W13°N
NiO°Ei8°E

167

63°Si5°W

31°538°E
6°S5°E
12°S2O°E
22°S28°E
57°S34°E

30°S30°E
18°S49°E
i3°5330E

24°N7 °W
32°N5i °W
7°S37°E
i°S39°E
28°S290E
30°S33°E
41°N27°E
30°N19°E
21 N7'W

22°N11 °W
7°S57°E
8 °S6° E
20°N19°E
3°N5°W
3°N3°E

Sample # S1 foliation axial pl.anes fold axes
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Appendix D. Features measured from melange unit in outcrop.

Sample # rock
type

bedding or
foliations

axial planes lineations
or fold axes

11-189-1 ph S0 N3°E23°E

S1 N21°W70°E

S1 N18°W58°E
11-189-4 ph S1 N0°E76°E
11-169-9 sch 5 N10°W69°E
11-171-1 ph S1 N70°E40°S

S1 N40°E25°S
11-171-2 ph S1 N18°W50°W
11-171-3 ph S N58°W26°N
11-171-4 ph

S
N20°W45°W

i
N30°W37°W

o o
S2 N90°E28°N F 17°N56°W

S N42W48W
11-171-6 ph S N70°E25°S N14°E61°W F 27°N4°W

S N66°E34°N

N56°W27°NE
S N25°W63°E

11-171-7 ph
S

N40°W13°SE
o o

11-171-8 ph S1 N1O W35 W
11-171-9 ph

S
N28°W48°SW

11-171-10 ph S1 N14°E50°E N15°W27°E F 24°N43°E

S1 N13 W23 E

S N20°E43°E

11-171-11 ph S N20°W28°W
11-171-12 ph S1 N2o:w900

11-171-13 ph N78 W52 S

S N59°E30°NW
S N21°E84°w

11-171-14 ph S1 N13 W58 W
11-171-15 ph S1 N22°W28°W N4°E88°W F 12°s3°w

S1 N10°E54°E

Si
N5°W49°W

11-171-16 ph S N24°62°W
11-171-17 ph S1 N4°E46°W N40°E38°W F 36°N53°W

S N64°E41°N

i
N52°E35°N

11-171-18 ph S1 N38°W50°W N18°W88°E F 16°s14°E

S1 N83°W22°S

S1 N42 W32 S
11-171-19 ph S1 N1O°W40°W
11-171-20 ph S1 N42°W72°S
11-171-21 st S N54°W50°S
11- 171-22 ph S N4 E63 W
11-171-23 ph

S
N6°E70°W N50°W37°E F 26°S3°E

5
N4°W88°W

11-171-24 ph
5

N21°W76°W
11-171-25 ph S N25°E85°W



Appendix ID. (Continued)
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Sample # rock
type

bedding or
foliations

axial planes line atiOflS

or fold axes

11-171-26 ph S1 N19°W57°W
11-167-7 ins S N40°W25°N

1 00
11-167-3 ss S N56 E57 N
11-167-12 mi

1

S
0 0

N22 W31 E
11-167-13 ss S N13°W34°E
11-1947 cig S N25°E79°E

1 0 0
11-169-6 ms S N73 W48 N
11-170-1 cig

1
S

0 0
N5 E41 E

11-170-2 ss S1 N5°71°E N85°E69°N
S N42 W61°E N52°W63°N

N33E24 W
N77°W23°N

N8°E19°W
11-170-3 ins S N14°E70°E N54°E37°NW

1 0 0
S1 N6E83E

11-170-5 ph S N3°E67°E N 10°W54°W F 32°S55°E
1 00

S N73E42 S °W67°WN41
1 0 0

S N34 W51 W N399W59°W
S1 N29°E13°NW
S N6°48°W

1 o
S1 N55 W4SW
S1 81°W17°N

11-167-15 cgl S1 N20°W15°W
11-167-16 ins S N28°W39°E N84°W 14°N L 14°N55°W

1 0 0
S N20W66W F 4°N22°W

11-167-17 ins S N39°W71°SW N31°W 14°NE
11-167-18 ins S1 N33°W42NE
11-167-19

11-167-21

ph

mi
S
1

N39°W24°NE
o 0

N9 W76 E
11-169-13 ms S1 N40°N55°NE
11-169-17 ss S N28°W50°NE
11-169-21 cg1 S0 N609E8°S
11-193-lB

1

L 9°N17°W
11-193-2 mi S1 N5°W85°E
11-193-6 mb S N2°E90°
11-193-7 nib

1

S
o 0

N37 W71 W
1 00

S1 N26 E90
11- 193-8 ins S1 N4°E74°E
11-193-13 nil S N0°E70°E
11- 167-25 ms S N55°E49°SE

1 0 0
11-167-28 ss S N45 W28 NE

1 0 0
11-194-11 ph S1 N3 W61 W
11-194-14 egi S1 N68°W16°N
11-194-18 ph S N28°W82°W N27°W35°E 67°N37°W

S1 N60°W86°N 300N5°E
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Sample # rock
type

bedding or
foliations

axial planes line ations
or fold axes

11-194-19
11-194-20

ss

ph
S

1
S

1

N12°E55°E
o 0N3W36E

o o
N16°W63°E L 15°N8°W

S N74 W23 W N16°W62°E L 12N11°W
S N5°W82°W Ni 3°W80°E

N20°W57°E
11-194-21 ph 5 N36°W74°SW N30°W54°SW

1 0011-194-22 ms S1 N3 E38 W
11-194-25 ph 5

1
N11°E73°E

o o
L 76°S19°W

11-167-29 sch S N2 W81 E
1 0 0N6W68E

11-167-38 ph S1 N32°W72°W F 7°S29°E

5
N51°W47°W F 10°S35°E

S1

i
N29°W89°W
N28°W38°W

F

F

18°S2°E
14°Sli°E

S1 N20°W88°E F 8°N1S°W
11-167-39 ph 5

1
N23°W48°Wo 0

S
2

N69°E84°S F 14°N44°W
0

S1 N8E48W F 36N31W
S N74°E76°N F 8°N41°W

1 00
S1 N7W2W F 38°N89°W
S1 N23°W60°W F 29°S79°W

11-167-40 ph S1 N14°W76°E F 33°N3°W
S1 N12°E79°W F 28°N10°W
S1 N11°W84°E F 14°N4°W

11-169-24 St S1 N30°W47°w
S1 N52°W37°SW
S1 N30°W48°W
S N25°W67°W

11-169-25 1

S

0 0
N5 W53 W

11-193-14 egi L
004S7W

WC-32 sch S1 N0°E45°E
WC-34 ms S0 N25°w70°E

S1 N10 W43 E
WC-47 ph S1 NS0°W15°NE F 6°N24°E

0 0
2 S30 w

WC-48 ph S N22°E63°W
1 00WC-85 ms S N46 E24 SE

S1 N5°E52°E
WC-86 ph S1 N27°W43°NE

1 0 0
S1 N21 W55 NE

Wc-88 St S1 N45°W5°NE L 7°N35°W
WC-96 s S0 N22°E31°E
WC-97 ss S N65°E31°NW

1 0 0

Si N62 W31 N
WC-1O1 si S1 N55°W25°NE



Appendix ID. (Continued)

WC-121 ph S1 N5°W87°E
S N30°W64°NE

WC-123 ph S1 N17°W75°W

Wc-124 si
S

N31°W57°W
S1 N25°W62°W
S N26°W76°W

WC-125 si S N28°W66°E

WC-127 ms N9°W88°E
WC-128 ph 5 N28°W78°W

1 00
N4 E54 W

WC-129 ph
5

N28°W78°W
WC-130 si

5
N32°W70°SW

WC-131 ph
S

N37°W65°W

WC-132 ph S1 N19°W82°E
WC-133 si S N16°W87°W
WC-139 sl S1 N72°W72°5
WC-140 ph

S
N35°W86°W

Wc-142 si
S

N80°W62°5
WC-143 $1

S
N40°W47°SW

WC-146 ph
S

N2°E29°W
WC-169 ph

S
N76°E35°N

WC-159 ph
00

N90 E7 N

WC-163 St S N47°W73°SW
WC-171 ph S N2i°W26°W

1 o

S
N18 W28 W
N8°E17°W

S1 N26°W24°W

WC-172 ph 5 N45°W1O°SW
1 0 0

S1 N54 W69 SW
S1 N46°W52°SW
S1 N21°W48°SW

WC-173 ph S1 N65°W19°NE

WC-174 ph N3°E17°W

F 14°S20°E
F S°N31°W
F 38°S75°W
F 24°N3IW
F 2°S45°E
F 38°N9°W
F 15°N31°W

L 21°N77°W
F 25°N1O°E
L 5S24W

0 0
L 10N34W
F 18°N76°W

F 1O°S72°W
1 o 0

F 6N78W
1 o 0

F 15N88W
F1 O°N90°E

F 21°N90°W
2 o 0

F 3N33W
F2 9°N3°W

2 00
F2 12NOE

0 0
F 7S80E
F1 4°S69°E
F 18°N2OE
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Sample # rock bedding or axial planes lineations

type foliations or fold axes



Appendix D. (Continued)

WC-187 si S1 N23°W74°SW
WC-190 si S1 N11°W17°E
WC-202 ph S1 N33°W62°NE
WC-215 ph S N23°W85°NE

S N19°W89°NE
Wc-216 ph S1 N14°W580W

WC-175 si S N5°W43°W F 18°N59°W
S N35°W55°SW F 21°N50°W

WC-176 sl S1 N5O°W62°SW F 3°S45°E
S1 N52°W30°SW F1 15°N51°W
S1 N65°W49°NE F1 15°N44°W
S N24°E30°W F1 4°N40°E

WC-177 ph F2 12°N65°W

WC-178 ph S N47°W20°SE F 11°S12°W
S1 N14°W30°W F 21°S61°E

1 00
F 3S1W
F 33°N 78°W

WC-180 ph F 6°S33°E
1 00

F 5S42E
F1 7°S12°E

1 00
F 42539W
F2 35°S50°W

WC-181 ph F 22°N12°W
F 4°S22°W
F 23°N77°W

WC-182 ph F 9°S55°Eloo
F 8S66E

1 00
F 28S45E
F1 9°S50°E
F1 7°S40°E

1 00
F 35S3W
F2 38°S3°E

Wc'-183 ph S N23°W21°SW F2 17°N80°W
1 00

F 7SSE
WC-184 ph S N48°W23°SW F 19°S5°E

S1 N47°W23°SW F 22°S70°W
1

F 22°S42°W
WC-185 ph S N76°E40°S
WC-186 si S' N12°E55°W F 44°N20°W

1
F 28°S27°W
F 11°N15°E

0 0
L 2S19E
F 18°N26°W
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Appendix D. (Continued)

Sample # rock
type

bedding or
foliations

axial planes lineations
or fold axes

WC-217 ph S N31°W79°N L 24°S16°E

S1
1

N25°W78°NE L'
2

F

32°N26°N
o o25N24W

F 88°sas°E
F 65°N34°W
L 43°N25°E

WC-219 ph S1 N42°W88°N F 18°N38°W
F 90°N34°W

WC-220
WC-221

ph
ph

5
N28°W53°E
N15°E74°E

WC-222 ph S1 N27°E78°E
WC-224 ph S1 N24°W64°N
WC-278 ph L 5S3O°W



Appendix E. Stereonet diagrams of quartz c- axis preferred orieitations.
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Figure E1. Sample 1199-4. Contour intervals 0. 3%, 1%, 2%, 3%! 1% area.



Appendix E. (Continued)

Figure E-2. Sample 11-1OO-25. Contour intervals 0. 3%, 1%, 2%, 3%/l% area.
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Appendix E. (Continued)
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Figure E-3. Sample 11-114-2. Contour intervals 0.3%, 1%, 2%, 3%/1% area.



Appendix E. (Continued)
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Figure E-4. Sample 7-201-4, Contour intervals 0. 3%, 3//191 area.




